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Abstract 

This dissertation in practice examined the impact of Baldrige-based leadership on 

workforce engagement from a phenomenological qualitative study conducted at a small 

specialty-manufacturing firm in Texas.  This study included interviews conducted with 

leaders and followers of the research organization, document reviews conducted of 

Baldrige-related materials, and observations of leadership meetings and completed 

factory floor production operations.  Based upon findings from this study, an evidence-

based proposed solution is presented consisting of four primary leadership behaviors 

demonstrated to improve workforce engagement.  Hands-on leadership, engagement 

interactions, cross training, and transparency form the body of the proposed solution with 

recommendations provided for implementation, assessment, and opportunities for 

conducting further practical research on this topic. 
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CHAPTER ONE: OVERVIEW OF THE DISSERTATION IN PRACTICE PROBLEM 

Introduction and Background 

 Originally established by President Reagan to acknowledge performance 

excellence in the manufacturing industries, the Baldrige Award is currently the United 

States’ only presidential award for performance excellence.  There are now several state-

level subsidiary programs of the national program a roster of which can be found at 

https://www.baldrigealliance.org, including the Quality Texas Foundation (QTF) of 

which this study is a member and in which he serves as a volunteer senior examiner.  

Moving beyond the Award’s initial scope, the Baldrige criteria have been tailored to 

clearly assess performance excellence in healthcare, education, and non-profit 

organizations in addition to its original focus on for-profit industries including 

manufacturing.  Since its inception, the Baldrige Framework has provided a guided 

pathway to organizations seeking performance excellence, with the Award itself, both at 

the state and national level, recognized as an achievement and sound indicator of 

organizational excellence.  One of the notable benefits of the Baldrige Award has been 

the standardization of the language of quality used in assessing performance excellence 

across the industries mentioned above.  Yet one of the criticisms of the award is that it 

may not reflect the actual practice of applicants and may not reflect the quality of the 

organization or their product or service with reliable accuracy.  This may be due in part to 

the relative rarity with which Baldrige Award-winning organizations apply again after 

having won the Award once. 

 The intent of this dissertation in practice (DIP) has been to address one aspect of 

the above criticism by conducting a phenomenological qualitative study of an 
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organization (and its senior leadership) which has experienced tremendous success in 

applying the Baldrige Framework,  has won the Award twice at the national level, and is 

applying for a third time.  Specifically, this study interviewed organizational leaders and 

followers and examined the organization’s Baldrige applications and examiner feedback 

reports and conducted observations of a small manufacturer in Texas to determine how 

participation in the criteria and leadership styles based on these criteria impacted their 

relative levels of workforce engagement.  The phenomena of workforce engagement 

described in Category Item 5.2 of the Baldrige criteria were specifically studied as 

impacted by senior leadership (Category item 1.1).  A link for accessing the Baldrige 

Framework Criteria may be found in Appendix G of this DIP.  Given the unique 

opportunity of studying a repeat Baldrige Award winner, this study first examined the 

incorporation of the Baldrige framework into the leader’s personal leadership style and 

assessed whether it extends significantly beyond the Award itself.  Next, this study 

examined whether the leader’s style could be tied positively to a critical aspect of 

performance excellence such as workforce engagement.  Finally, this study focused on 

examining the relationship between organizational leaders and followers to determine if it 

could be demonstrably improved through the utilization of the Criteria and/or significant 

aspects thereof. 

Purpose of the Study 

 The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the impact of Baldrige-based 

organizational leadership on workforce engagement at a small, for-profit specialty-

manufacturing firm in Texas.   
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Research Question 

 This DIP examined the impact Baldrige-guided leadership has on workforce 

engagement within a for-profit organization applying the Baldrige Framework Criteria.  

To do this effectively and provide a beneficial contribution to the literature, several 

aspects had to be clarified regarding what constitutes leadership and active application of 

Baldrige by the leaders who were studied.  This research study utilized interviews 

focusing on the organizational leaders’ and followers’ dyadic participation in the 

Baldridge Framework.  Additionally, the author conducted document reviews of the 

organization’s previous Award applications and site examiner feedback reports 

considered as secondary data.  Because the individual, lived experience of persons who 

have experienced a phenomenon collectively is central to phenomenological qualitative 

research, this study conducted floor observations of individuals at work in the 

organization during both leadership meetings and factory production floor operations.   

Organizational factors specifically under consideration included approaches to leadership 

and resultant demonstrable engagement of the workforce by means of the Criteria.  The 

following research question primarily guided this phenomenological qualitative study: 

  Do leaders who base their leadership on the Baldrige Framework Criteria 

impact workforce engagement within their organizations? 

 This was a complex question, and one that did not appear to lend itself readily to a 

quantitative approach, but that instead required a more nuanced and comprehensive rich 

description of the experiences lived both by the leaders and followers under study.  This 

was due to several factors, not least of which was the personality and leadership style of 
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the senior leader of the organization, as well as unique factors such as the relatively small 

size of the organization compared with other Baldrige Award winners, e.g., Motorola 

(1988) and Cadillac (1990).  With organizational factors, the ability of leaders to engage 

their workforce and maintain award-winning levels of performance excellence 

consistently can improve productivity and value as well as demonstrate leadership and 

engagement best practices that might then be applied in other organizations and 

industries.   This study applied a phenomenological approach to this study by reducing 

the experiences of several individuals working within the Baldrige Framework Criteria to 

the essence of the experience of engagement.  The structural description of how leaders 

and followers experienced engagement was their participation in Baldrige, and the 

textural description or what they experienced was their engagement (Moustakas, 1994).   

Significance of the Dissertation in Practice Study 

 One of the most common popular criticisms of Baldrige is that it does not 

accurately reflect the day-to-day practices of the organizations that apply for the Award, 

and by extension, that it has little lasting impact on organizational dynamics being 

abandoned after the award is granted (Hart, 1993; Smith, 2004).  By conducting research 

at an organization with Baldrige-guided leadership that has won the Award multiple 

times and is applying for it again, this study intended to examine whether this criticism is 

accurate.  For the purposes of this study, workforce engagement should be understood as 

a positive and fulfilling work-related state of mind characterized by vigor, dedication, and 

absorption (Schaufeli, Bakker, & Salanova, 2006, p. 702).  The alternative to engagement 

is burnout, defined as employees not performing optimally, having had excessive 

demands made on their energy, strength, and resources (Schaufeli & Buunk, 2003).  
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While excessive is an inherently agent-relative descriptor, especially with regard to work 

demands, this study extrapolates it as those demands which go beyond moderate and 

reasonable expectations of the employer (Kamath et al., 2017).  Given the alternative of 

burnout, this study has suggested that factors or approaches that can be demonstrated as 

having a positive impact on workforce engagement are of immediate practical application 

in nearly every organization, especially if their financial and/or human resources are 

limited by size or the constraints of their industry (Hildenbrand et al., 2018). 

 While the literature on workforce engagement is vast, and that of leadership 

theories even greater, the search for scholarly treatments of the Baldrige Framework 

Criteria generally and its impact on workforce engagement specifically turned up 

relatively little, with a few doctoral dissertations in the past decade, and many articles 

written for a popular or professional rather than a scholarly audience.  Producing a 

serious academic treatment of the impact of the Criteria in application, especially in a for-

profit setting, provides a resource for organizations weighing the merits and costs of 

“doing” Baldrige, as well as a response to the most common criticism as given above 

(Hill, 1993).  Specifying for-profit as the practice setting is also important to emphasize 

as initiatives must be productive, and efforts cannot be wasted if productivity is not 

enhanced and performance left unimproved.  While some scholarly work has been 

completed regarding the practice and application of Baldrige in hospitals, some of which 

work on a model similar to for-profit, examining the application in a purely profit-driven 

organization has received relatively little academic attention (Goldstein & Schweikart, 

2002).  Practice can potentially be improved in an organization by examining which 

factors and practices of leadership most directly and positively impact workforce 
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engagement.  Beyond the organization being studied, these factors could comprise 

general and specific best practices that could be applied in other organizations, grounded 

in interdisciplinary leadership theory, and providing and evidence-based solution to a 

significant and complex organizational issue.  This DIP examined evidence in the form of 

interview respondent quotes supporting and indicating Baldrige-based leadership 

practices that have resulted directly in increased workforce engagement and that have 

simultaneously improved both production and profitability at the research organization. 

Aim of the Study 

 The aim of this study was to design/create an evidence-based solution to the 

identified problem of how leadership impacts workforce engagement.  This study found 

the solution took the form of best practices derived from a qualitative study of a Baldrige 

Award-winning organization that can now be introduced by leaders in other organizations 

and industries to improve engagement within their workforce. 

Methodology for Collecting Information about the  

Dissertation in Practice Problem 

 The descriptive data of the engagement was primarily collected through 

interviews with organizational leaders and followers, with a representative sample of the 

workforce that had experienced pre-Baldrige, Baldrige, and recent hire onboarding 

procedures.  While the organization has participated in Baldrige since the 1990s, many of 

the interviewees were able to recall pre-Baldrige work experiences and provide a 

comparative description; more recent hires compared their present experiences to prior 

employment.  Creswell (2013) noted that it is critical in phenomenological research that 

all research subjects had experienced the phenomenon, so this study interviewed subjects 
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who had participated in some way in the Baldrige criteria while employed by the research 

organization.  Interview data was supplemented by observations of the workforce in 

senior leadership, supervisory, and group meetings and factory floor operations, as well 

as an interpretative description of the work environment by this study, physically, 

aesthetically, and so forth (Stern & Porr, 2017).  Finally, a document review was 

completed of two of the organization’s most recent (2004 and 2011) Baldrige Award 

applications, as well as the feedback reports produced by examiners following their 

review, consensus, and site visit (Glaser & Strauss, 2017).  Following Creswell (2013), 

this study then reduced the resulting data into a description of the experiences of 

engagement the workforce at the organization – to include its leadership – had in 

common, specifically the leader-led factors that significantly impacted, for better or 

worse, engagement at the organization. 

 This study’s original design was intended to begin at the top, interviewing the 

primary leader of the organization as well as the direct reports in the senior leadership 

team, working down through the organization in order to develop a holistic and rich 

description of the lived experiences with regard to engagement.  Due to scheduling 

constraints, however, leaders and followers were interviewed based on their availability 

and the workflow of the factory floor.  The Award applications and feedback reports 

were reviewed chronologically in order to build a picture of the organization as it 

matured, learned from experiences and feedback both internal and external, and adapted 

its operations to adopt aspects of or otherwise reflect the Baldrige Framework in practice, 

and was growing and improving over the same period of time as criteria were refined.  

Direct observations by this study of the organizational environment were necessarily less 
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structured than the interviews and document reviews and were informed by Moustakas’ 

(1994) reminder to develop textural and structural descriptions into the overall picture of 

meaning of engagement.  This was accomplished by horizontalizing the data generated 

through observations following DuBose (2015).  While this latter aspect is specifically a 

feature of phenomenological research, its applications within a phenomenological 

approach appeared to this study to be applicable and were helpful in both the open and 

axial coding processes of data analysis by providing interpretive structure. 

Limitations, Delimitations, and Personal Biases 

 Creswell (2013) generalized methodological limitations inherent to a 

phenomenological approach as including this study’s level of understanding regarding the 

philosophical underpinnings of the phenomena under study and potential difficulty in 

bracketing personal experiences.  As this relates directly to qualitative research, this study 

needed to be able to set aside a priori theories and other causal explanations in order to 

pursue a new theory that emerged from the study data analysis.  Regarding the data 

collection process itself, the primary difficulty for this study involved ascertaining the 

point at which the data categories themselves reached saturation through sufficient 

interviews, document reviews, and observations (Corley, 2015).  Much of this difficulty 

was overcome inherently due to the small size of the research organization, but was also 

further mitigated through  selective sampling of the research subjects within the 

organization (Cho & Lee, 2014).  Because a relatively large and hence representative 

percentage of the organization was interviewed and the entire organization presented with 

the initial data analysis as a focus group to test for validity and accuracy, no a priori 

causal relationships interfered, nor were any theories brought into initial research. 
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 The author anticipated a limited amount of time in which to gather data, conduct 

interviews, and review documents, and then synthesize this information into an evidence-

based approach; as the study could not be ongoing, there was a finite amount of time to 

accomplish this.  Additionally, the research organization is relatively small compared to 

others with fewer than fifty employees, and an organizational chart was provided that was 

under revision for the next Baldrige Award application.  Following Denscombe (2014), 

the author first determined who in addition to the senior leadership team would need to 

be interviewed and in what order to maximize both time and response-based follow-up 

questions.  Furthermore, conducting research in the for-profit industry introduced a need 

to make the very most of interviewees’ time and to avoid overburdening the research 

organization itself, inadvertently lessening its productivity, or otherwise hindering the 

performance excellence which made it an attractive subject for study in the first place 

(Bhamu & Singh Sangwan, 2014).  

Delimitations controlled by the researcher primarily concerned the organization 

selected for study, the timeframe during which the research was conducted, and the 

extent to which the findings may be applicable to other organizations and industries.  

Regarding the organization selected for study, this was largely due to their having won 

the Baldrige Award twice at the time of writing, and preparing to apply a third time, 

which this study stipulates as demonstrating that organizations decidedly do not adopt the 

Framework only when applying and jettison it after having won.  It was discovered 

during this study’s research that the organization had applied two other times and had not 

won, but it was noted that the opportunities for improvement identified in those and other 

feedback reports had been used to substantively improve the company.  The timeframe 
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was determined by the organizational leaders’ and followers’ availability, the extent to 

which multiple interviews could be conducted in a series, and the location provided by 

the organization for document review.  In researching a for-profit organization, certain 

aspects of their Award applications and examiner feedback reports contained proprietary 

information that the organization may have specified be studied on-site, but this was not 

ultimately requested nor required, and unlimited access was provided to this study. 

Finally, while the scope of leadership and workforce engagement may appear 

broad, these are two subcategory items out of seventeen that comprise the Baldrige 

criteria in addition to the organizational profile they expound upon in the award 

application.  These two subcategory items from the criteria were selected because the has 

found in his experience as a Baldrige senior examiner that they are the most difficult for 

organizations to richly and accurately describe in their applications and then 

demonstrably connect to their practice in processes and results.  The best practices 

gleaned from this research ought to be broadly applicable, certainly to similar 

manufacturing organizations, but also to other for-profit firms, as well as organizations 

within healthcare, education, governmental, and non-profits.  Because the organization 

studied is small, having 37 employees at the time the research interviews were conducted, 

certain practices may be applicable to organizations with similarly limited human 

resources at their disposal who likewise wish to pursue organizational excellence, but 

who may have considered themselves too small to be confident in starting their Baldrige 

journey.  While the exact same practices may not yield identical results in each of these 

other fields, the literature indicates that leadership has a direct impact on engagement as 

experienced by followers (Carasco-Saul, et al., 2015).  It therefore stands to reason then 
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that the best practices from a Baldrige Award-winning organization can be expected to 

yield similar results in organizations taking similar approaches with their workforce 

(Breevaart, et al., 2016). 

 This e is admittedly biased in favor of the Baldrige criteria, having been an 

examiner for Quality Texas Foundation (QTF), the state arm of the national award, for a 

number of years.  That stated, his expertise and experience as an examiner and site visit 

team member have primarily been in the fields of healthcare and higher education, for 

which the framework criteria are generally similar, with some differences to account for 

due to the different fiscal approach of a for-profit organization, and different customers 

considered instead of students or patients.  The author’s experience as an application 

writer, examiner, and backup team leader makes him more knowledgeable about Baldrige 

than the average person, and as a student of the criteria for the past several years, better 

able than most to observe them at work within the organization and gauge their efficacy 

therein.  This bias did not have any negative impact on the project due to the 

phenomenological qualitative approach being taken, and the researcher followed 

Creswell (2013) and Belgrave and Seide (2018) while coding data and designing the final 

evidence-based proposed solution.  This included ensuring the accuracy of the interview 

transcripts, conveying the phenomena clearly, and remaining reflexive throughout the 

study (Creswell, 2013, p. 216).  As this study was not employed by the organization but 

approached this as an outside researcher with no guarantee made to the organization or its 

leaders as to the outcome of the research, and the author does not stand to gain financially 

or in any other way from a favorable presentation of the organization or the Baldrige 

process itself.  Ideally the theory generated from this dissertation will provide an 
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applicable and practical contribution to the academic literature and professional practice 

setting, as well as other settings with similar missions, visions, values, and goals, 

providing best practices as templates that may guide organizational leaders in promoting 

workforce engagement. 

The Role of Leadership in this Study 

 In this author’s experience as a Baldrige examiner, an organizational leader can 

delegate the writing of an Award application to one or more followers and designate the 

same or other followers to answer examiner questions during a site visit, but while a 

leader alone cannot win the Award for the organization, they can absolutely cost the 

organization the Award.  In other words, if an organizational leader is not invested in the 

Baldrige Criteria and actively participating in the processes, it will be immediately 

apparent in their site operations, and it will likely not denote Award-level performance 

excellence.  To that end, the senior leadership described in Category Item 1.1 is the 

foundation upon which the six subsequent categories are built and is most observably 

evident to a trained examiner in Category Item 5.2, workforce engagement.  This research 

study focused primarily on the leader whose organization’s involvement in Baldrige has 

been directed by his efforts for the past four decades, and his personal leadership traits 

and theories were assessed as part of the study itself.  Because the organization is a for-

profit manufacturer there were be some special considerations such as roles unique within 

the firm that arose, but the author experienced no difficulty in describing these essentially 

in a generalizable way that they could be applied practically in a dissimilar setting.  Due 

to the relatively small size of the organization, i.e., fewer than fifty employees in a 

suburban setting, some aspects of leadership style and its relative impact on workforce 
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engagement demonstrated dynamics different from larger firms.  Additionally, leadership 

was closely observed in this study in that the Baldrige criteria was examined to see which 

approach to leadership, e.g., visionary, transformational, servant, was most closely 

reflected and promoted by the framework and practiced within the organization.  This 

was interpreted by a close analysis of the terms used in the Baldrige criteria itself to 

denote terms used that are frequently encountered in leadership theory, as well as having 

examined the workforce engagement section for terms common to followership theory. 

Reflections of the Researcher 

 The author’s interest in workforce engagement as a topic for his dissertation in 

practice developed over the last several years working in higher education, encountering 

varying levels of engagement among his colleagues at either extreme and every level in 

between.  Approaching engagement from the perspective of a social science, viewing it 

as the subject of scholarly inquiry is of particular interest, ideally in order to isolate the 

best practices for organizational leaders to put into place and practice to engage their 

followers.  Some of this has been derived from followership theory itself, and by 

extension is based in dialogical leadership initiative communication models, with much 

of it directly informed and directed by the Baldrige Framework Criteria.  As Baldrige is 

used in several organizations and industries of various types and is a highly sought-after 

award, it seems odd that there has not been more scholarly attention paid to its use, 

tenets, benefits, and drawbacks.  The object of this DIP was to produce a more academic 

treatment of two Category Items of Baldrige than have been produced by and for a 

popular audience, even one comprised primarily of practitioners.  The opportunity to 

assess the merits of leading an organization with the Baldrige criteria as an overarching 
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and guiding principle was unique chance for this study to engage in applied social science 

research and produce a substantive contribution to the literature. 

Summary 

The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the impact of Baldrige-based 

organizational leadership on workforce engagement at a small specialty-manufacturing 

firm in Texas using a phenomenological approach to qualitative research.  Through 

interviews, document review, and observations informed by Moustakas (1994) and 

Charmaz (2014), this study described the structural and textural elements of leaders 

applying the Baldrige framework and its impact on workforce engagement.  The aim of 

this study was to design an evidence-based solution to workforce engagement based on 

the best practices of the organizational leaders and followers being studied.  The 

phenomenological approach required the researcher to view the phenomena of workforce 

engagement from a perspective that excluded the natural or experiential understanding 

brought to the study, creating a rich description of the shared meaning as experienced by 

engaged individuals working through the Baldrige framework under their organizational 

leadership.  Leadership was additionally examined to determine which leadership theory 

is most overtly promoted in the Baldrige criteria if any, and which theory appears to be 

practiced by the senior leadership team at the research organization. Additionally of 

interest was how leadership theory in turn impacts organizations whose leaders adopt the 

Baldrige Framework Criteria as a means by which to engage their workforce, and how 

this directs them in being transformational, servant-minded, and so forth.  As engagement 

and Baldrige are both key interests of this study, the intention was that this DIP would 

add an original contribution to the scholarly literature of the former, significant though it 
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already is, and a serious academic treatment of the latter which has been a frequent topic 

of popular writing, but rarely addressed academically. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

 This study found that most of the popular literature treating of the Baldrige 

Framework Criteria dates from the early 1990s, with a handful of dissertations on the 

topic having been conducted in the most recent decade that like this one addressed a few 

aspects of the criteria.  This could be due in part to the impressive impact the Baldrige 

Award made in its first few years, and this seems likely given its novel systems-based 

approach, aligning nature, and adaptability (Leonard & McGuire, 2007).  Because this 

DIP covers not only Baldrige criteria in practical application generally, but two very 

specific category items of the criteria, senior leadership (1.1) and workforce engagement 

(5.2), the literature in both of these areas will be reviewed, as well as the most recent 

dissertations covering Baldrige.  The literature regarding leadership both scholarly and 

popular formats, particularly leadership theory, is vast and has been growing in the last 

several years with nearly sixty thousand peer-reviewed journal articles appearing in a 

JaySearch for articles published from the beginning of 2017 to the time of writing. 

Leadership as a subject of scholarly study is discussed first, beginning with a brief 

history of leadership studies presented chronologically with an aside to discuss Jesuit 

leadership traditions.  Various sociological perspectives on leadership to include the 

organizational change and its theoretical grounding are presented next, as well as the 

political and philosophical perspectives informing them.  Finally, the emergent 

perspectives of leadership studies are examined, particularly as they regard the theory of 

followership, considered by this study as one of the most comprehensive approaches 

from which to address the subject of workforce engagement.  Workforce engagement 
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literature is somewhat more difficult to estimate, as it is sometimes referred to as 

employee involvement, or treated as an alternative to burnout or turnover retention, but 

has likewise been written on widely and deeply.  What follows the discussion of 

leadership is a literature review of the primary themes emerging from the workforce 

engagement literature as they are addressed in the Baldrige Framework Criteria.  

Discussions of the available literature regarding Baldrige and a review of recent 

dissertations written thereupon complete the literature review. 

Literature about Leadership 

History of Leadership 

 Northouse (2018) defined leadership as “a process whereby an individual 

influences a group of individuals to achieve a common goal” (p. 5).  As noted by Grint 

(2011), the history of leadership itself significantly predates recorded history, with a great 

deal having been written in the classical era, and the most recent two centuries vastly 

multiplying the amount of literature both scholarly and popular.  The Art of War, 

frequently attributed to Sun Tzu (1988), but more likely composed by his students, was 

one of the first leadership texts assigned to aspiring leaders and was referred to by leaders 

from his time to our own for optimizing leadership strategy.  Roughly contemporaneous 

was Plato (1992), who wrote specifically on political aspects of leadership, warned 

against mob rule, and encouraged leader selection based on subject matter expertise 

(Hamilton, et al., 1961).  Aristotle (1954) approached leadership from the perspective of 

leader as compelling rhetorician, appealing to followers’ emotions in order to persuade 

them to the rational course of action, an observation that has had a lasting impact on 

leaders up to present day.  Abandoning both the classical virtue-based approach and the 
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ideal prescriptive model and adopting a more direct description of an effective leader of 

his day, Machiavelli (1961) suggested that leaders must act in the best interest of 

themselves and their followers, whatever that may require of them, preferring the leader 

to be feared rather than loved.  The fear-based approach to leadership is certainly one that 

remains associated with historical leaders who took a dictatorial approach, and the basis 

on which leaders have historically led reflect the dominant ethos of their followers as 

well as revealing how an approach is likely to be remembered in subsequent eras (Meyer 

& Meijers, 2017). 

 Taking a more loving approach than Machiavelli and appropriate for discussion in 

this DIP is the example of Jesuit founder Ignatius Loyola, whose leadership style was 

presented in detail by Lowney (2010).  Specifically, the love-driven leadership produced 

and promoted by Loyola had at its center a “vision to see each person’s talent, potential, 

and dignity; the courage, passion, and commitment to unlock that potential; and the 

resulting loyalty and mutual support that energize and unite teams (Lowney, 2010, p. 

176).  Presaging elements of the Baldrige criteria by several centuries, the Jesuit charism 

of magis and the practice of the examen promotes an approach to leadership that requires 

total personal and organizational commitment and a self-reflective tactic for identifying 

and pursuing opportunities for improvement (Loyola & Ganss, 1992).  Loyola’s 

successor, Francis Xavier (1992) carried the love-driven leadership that has characterized 

the Jesuits from their founding forward, continuing to lead by example, confident in the 

abilities of his “leadership team.”  However one views the Jesuits’ legacy in pioneering a 

lasting and successful approach to both leadership and leader development, it remains at 
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once remarkably prescient and an important note in the ongoing history of leadership 

studies that bridges several eras and remains on the cutting edge. (de Guibert, 1964). 

 The first truly modern scholar of leadership identified by Grint (2011) is Carlyle 

(1993), who popularized the study of “great men” as an approach to developing 

leadership theory as early as the 1840s, following the tradition of such classical authors 

as Plutarch (1998, 1999) and Herodotus (1987) in picking out the lives of his chosen 

exemplars.  The “great men” model remained the dominant paradigm in leadership for 

most of the nineteenth century, and beyond in some industries, but was gradually 

replaced by a more managerial approach as characterized in the Hawthorne experiments 

and eponymous effect posited therein (Grint, 2011).  The development of contingency 

theory in the second half of the twentieth century was the next major development, 

placing more emphasis on responding appropriately to organizational needs in the 

moment than on a grandiose charismatic leader as central (Fielder, 1964). 

The remainder of the progression from contingency theory through the corporate 

culture and Total Quality Management (TQM) of the 1970s and 1980s, and then the 

benchmarking and competencies of the 1990s to the distributed leadership and 

followership of the 2000s points to an increasing rational leadership focused on 

decentralization and culture as the ground of modern leadership theory (Grint, 2011).  

While approaches to leadership have adapted to the times and situations confronted by 

leaders, an understanding of the history surrounding these changes can provide important 

insights into the culture out of which they emerged (Skendall & Ostick, 2017).  Where 

past leadership theories and styles have been abandoned or markedly improved upon 

there exists an opportunity to fill the gaps in our understanding for continuous 
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improvement and further theory development as in the present dissertation and other 

similar works on leadership (Anderson & Sun, 2017). 

Sociological Perspectives and Organizational Change 

 Leaders wield significant influence over their organizational effectiveness, 

continuous improvement, and performance excellence by making informed decisions 

regarding goals, structure, human resources and organizational policies (Finklestein & 

Hambrick, 1996).  More recently Yukl (2008) linked leadership with organization 

effectiveness, an especially important consideration for Baldrige organizations in which a 

leader’s demonstrable involvement is key to their success, both in terms of the award and 

the performance excellence that it assesses.   Parry (2011) noted that it is important to 

mention that people at all levels of an organization may demonstrate leadership, and 

advances in information technology have resulted in followers increasingly having access 

to the same information that leaders exclusively held in past eras.  While they were 

discussing more global arrangements, there are certainly small firm implications of 

leadership as a fundamentally task- or relationship-oriented enterprise, and how goals and 

roles might conflict with or connote effective organizational relationships and leader-

follower dynamics (Zimmerman, et al., 2008).  These implications center primarily on 

how leadership functions in situations of inevitable organizational change; in a Baldrige 

organization where mission, vision, values, and goals are part of the organizational 

culture, leadership is key to rallying followers to uphold these aspects of the corporate 

culture (Kouzes & Posner, 2007).  Culture in the form of formal processes is likewise a 

central feature of organizational life as identified by Kavanagh and Ashkansky (2006), 

who noted that leader behavior, together with strategic management forms the basis upon 
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which leaders direct effective change in their organizations, and followers’ perceptions of 

change are largely dependent on leaders’ approach thereto. 

 Effective organizational leadership requires implicit organizational knowledge of 

all processes and products, combined effectively with the explicit organizational 

knowledge contained in the organization’s policies (Bryant, 2003).  In a Baldrige 

organization, this need for organizational knowledge on the part of leaders is heightened, 

as their close involvement with work processes across the criteria is essential to their 

organizational success, both in the award, and for ongoing performance excellence 

(Leonard & McGuire, 2007).  Innovation requires transformational leaders to provide 

followers with the support and motivation that will challenge them and encourage the 

creativity at an individual level that in turn results in higher levels of organizational 

performance (Parry, 2011).  At the organizational level, however, Parry (2011) indicated 

that some degree of dyadic transactional leadership may also be necessary in order to 

effectively capture and share individual knowledge to best exploit it for competitive 

advantage.  This organizational learning starts with individual organizational leaders and 

is then embedded in and affected by the organization’s followers so that accumulated 

knowledge can direct leaders’ decisions (Crossan, et al., 1999; Mazutis & Slawinski, 

2008; Vera & Crossan, 2004).  Leaders then set the context for their organization by 

assisting their followers in comprehending what they have learned in light of the needs of 

the organization and promoting interconnectivity resulting from the leaders’ vision for 

the organization being realized in operational performance (Berson, et al., 2006; Brown 

& Gioia, 2002).  Ocasio, et al. (2017) suggested that organization learning requires 

leaders and followers to be open to change based on received feedback, another key 
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feature of the Baldrige framework, as opportunities for improvement are identified; this is 

especially true in situations where organizations apply for an award multiple times.  The 

impact of having several iterations of applications and feedback reports available for 

document review and analysis is profound, and provides an episodic insight into 

organizational change as it has developed over several decades under leadership of the 

same leader, with the potential for revealing his maturation as a leader and the firm’s 

whilst it navigates a changing client base and product demand. 

Political and Philosophical Perspectives 

 Critical Leadership Studies (CLS), a focused derivative of the more established 

critical management studies (CMS) is a combination of approaches and frameworks that 

work together to challenge traditionally-held notions of leader-follower roles within 

organizations, and explore the complexity of leadership dynamics (Collinson, 2011).  

While some studies have been criticized for focusing too much on individual leaders, 

their leadership qualities, and the organizational dynamics that result from them, others 

have noted that leader effectiveness might be gauged through a study of their traits as this 

DIP has done (Jackson & Parry, 2011 Zaccaro, 2007).  The resulting leadership dynamics 

and the social constructions and discourses that typify them are addressed by these 

critical perspectives and apply qualitative approaches to understand leadership as it 

functions in the conditions within which it operates (Fairhurst & Grant, 2010; Bryman, 

2011).  This qualitative approach that has largely informed this DIP as this study 

explored the organizational culture and the contexts in which its leadership operates to 

better understand how leader-follower dynamics function therein (Jepson, 2009).   
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 Gordon (2011) suggested that as part of an evolving paradigm research ought to 

focus less on the leader than on the process of leadership, and examined the shifting 

tendencies of a power-sharing structure in which leaders and followers experienced 

political dynamics not previously emphasized in the literature.  Because this study  

primarily  examined how a senior leadership team at a small for-profit organization 

impacts workforce engagement, the process of leadership itself was the primary focus 

with individual leaders considered principally as part of a greater whole.  This was in 

keeping with Wren’s (2007) findings, namely that political elements of leadership are 

predicated on the involvement of the people being led, i.e., the followers, and leading in a 

democratic society may place constraints on leaders’ options, resulting in a synthetic 

dynamic of leadership, or one of compromise.  Nye (2008) observed that leaders’ ability 

to present their vision for the organization in a compelling manner with a meaningful 

narrative is another key political aspect of leadership and one that engages followers, a 

position shared by Simpson (2008) who emphasized the importance of leaders’ thinking, 

fixing, and communicating in their organizations.   

 Carrying forward the tradition of classical authors like Suetonius (2007), Ciulla 

and Forsyth (2011) explored the moral grounding of leadership by examining the ethical 

aspects of leaders’ interactions with followers and stakeholders, initiative results, and 

role-related challenges.  Morality is a normative enterprise that can be categorized by 

broad strokes into several major approaches similarly to leadership, and also similar is 

means by which it operates in each agent.  In other words, the external action driven by 

one moral theory might be identical while the internal motivations could be quite 

different, based for instance on a deontological viewpoint or an existential one.  
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Leadership could function similarly with one work outcome being outwardly the same in 

the organization whether driven by a transformational or transactional approach on the 

part of the leader.  Like morals, leadership also hinges on the motivations of the agent in 

question; both were certainly of central importance to Plato (1992) who wrote on the 

importance of leaders respecting followers’ autonomy, and being willing to act against 

one’s own interest if the needs of the organization called for it. Cronin (2008) supported 

this as well and noted that leaders who behave honestly and put followers’ interests ahead 

of their own are more successful than those who act only for their own ends.  More 

recently Sinek (2011) defined value as transference of trust that occurs when followers 

want to follow their leader willingly and with whom they share common values, which 

might include a commitment to personal and organizational betterment and excellence. 

Emergent Perspectives – Followership 

 The emergent philosophical shift in perspectives just described includes 

followership as a focus of leadership studies, specifically through the reexamination of 

roles that followers play within organizations and how they ought to be best thought of in 

terms of the relationships that obtain between them and their leaders, as well as their 

communications.  Approaching leadership from an etymological perspective, Case, et al. 

(2011) described leadership as showing others the way and is predicated on the notion of 

followers allowing themselves to be guided.  Antonakis (2011) suggested that leadership 

traits such as general intelligence, personality, and implicit motives are useful predictors 

for leadership potential with significant societal implications yielding better 

understanding of how leaders lead.  This leadership potential is important to consider, as 

followers themselves have been considered by some to be the passive outcomes of 
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leadership, but others still as co-constructors of leadership, and the dynamics of influence 

and intraorganizational status should be considered as they revolve around these and 

other emergent viewpoints (Alvesson, et al., 2016). Related to this is the concept for 

Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) theory, which focuses on dyadic relationships between 

leaders and followers within work groups, again based to some extent on sharing 

common values, and capable of creating positive performance outcomes and considered 

here to emphasize the importance of looking at possibilities through the lenses of both 

leaders and followers (Anand, et al., 2018).  

 To focus on the follower as the subject of workforce engagement, it is important 

to consider the role of follower as understood self-referentially and as by leaders; further, 

followership roles and behaviors have been shown to influence leaders’ motivations and 

perceptions of their followers’ support (Carsten, et al., 2017).  Wirtz, et al. (2017) studied 

the linkage of motivations and perceptions through frequent interaction and exchange by 

examining the crossover of work engagement as well as emotional exhaustion from 

followers to leaders through a dyadic process that also examined the impact of autonomy 

and workload.  As organizations transition further into relational leadership and leader-

follower relations come into sharper focus than either or both leadership or followership, 

the dynamic changes in a way less allegiant to either construct and more sharply focused 

on strategic sustainability (Kurucz, et al., 2017).  As part of the relational leadership 

movement, specifically regarding Relational Social Constructionist Leadership (RSCL), 

Endres and Weibler (2016) posited a model in which leadership would interact with 

followers on an ongoing basis, relating to and communicating with them to exert 

influence both interpersonally and collectively.  The collective aspect of approaching 
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followers was a focus of Ospina (2016), and Haque, et al. (2017) indicated that this 

approach also significantly influences organizational commitment of the workforce. 

 Followership, defined by Uhl-Bien & Carsten (2016) as the “study of the nature 

and impact of followers and following in the leadership process,” moves beyond a 

hierarchical understanding in which followers are merely subordinates and approaches a 

co-productive orientation in which followers are contributive partners (p. 142).  This is 

not to suggest that followership takes place in the absence of leaders or with leaders’ role 

significantly lessened as in Crevani, et al. (2010), but instead that followership occurs 

within a workforce as their constructions of meanings and values are shaped to some 

extent by a leader exerting influence within the organization (Blom & Alvesson, 2015).  

Marković and Sotiroska (2016) recommended restructuring organizations in order to 

better respond to followers and redirecting focus away from leaders who never act 

entirely alone, and toward the workforce on which they are dependent.  As this DIP has 

focused on the interaction between leaders and followers within a relatively small 

organization, neither extreme was found to be necessary, however the collective mindset 

of Koonce et al. (2016) presents a uniquely dyadic and dialogical approach that is both 

observable in practice and perceivable in interview data.  This ability within the 

organization to hold meaningful dialog and create purposeful feedback between leaders 

and followers each with a role to play in a dynamic process that is largely contextual, 

unique to the organizational culture, and thus fitting for exploration and description 

through a phenomenological qualitative study (Bligh, 2017).  
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Workforce Engagement and Performance 

 The literature addressing workforce engagement is extensive; to maintain 

the focus on leadership and the Baldrige Framework Criteria, this section will specifically 

follow the basic and overall headings in that portion of the Baldrige (2017) guidelines.  

Specificity is especially important in light of approaching the topic from an 

organizational perspective and particularly because the research for this DIP was 

approached as the topic of phenomenological study.  All levels of the workforce, from 

senior leaders to the line employees are considered engaged as employees and engaged 

employees are part of the workforce.  Followership is one lens through which this 

dissertation will be considered because it examined the impact of Baldrige-based 

leadership on the workforce, i.e., followers.  Followership is defined as a socially co-

constructed pattern with the potential capacity to benefit or hinder coordinated efforts, 

collective actions, and emergent mindsets of an organization and its constituents (Koonce 

et al., 2016, p. 11).  The emergent mindset moves the people and process orientations of 

the organization in question from a contractual/ hierarchical approach to a more cohesive/ 

dialogical one.  Because trained examiner feedback is such a critical aspect of an 

organization’s effective utilization of and learning from the Baldrige criteria, 

intraorganizational communication and feedback pathways are especially critical to an 

engaged workforce and may be indicators of organizational maturation (Strumwasser & 

Virkstis, 2015; Scott, 2016; Mone & London, 2018).  12% of the points assessed in the 

Baldrige Criteria Framework are based on leadership, with 8.5% coming from the 

workforce focus of the applicant organization, with 55% of the overall score predicated 

on process items and 45% for the results of said processes (Hirano, 2017). 
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Organizational Culture 

 The Baldrige Framework Criteria asks organizations and their leaders to consider 

what they do to “foster an organizational culture that is characterized by open 

communication, high performance, and an engaged workforce” (Baldrige, 2017, p. 21).  

Owens, et al. (2017) found Baldrige to be one of the factors positively impacting 

workforce engagement and other aspects approaching the issue from the perspective of 

organizational culture.  Graham et al. (2017) found that stating the values of the 

organization as a means of directly communicating cultural norms and in improving 

organizational value was a priority of 92% of executives surveyed, but that only 16% felt 

their corporate culture was at an appropriate level at the time of survey.  Organizational 

culture as a means of approaching and enhancing organizational performance was a 

specific focus of Jha and Kumar (2016) who found that members of the workforce who 

believe in the organization actively create value, with a highly engaged workforce up to 

78% more productive than an actively disengaged one. 

Evenson (2014) had noted that while 71% of organizations surveyed included a 

focus on engagement only 35% considered themselves effective in their efforts.  Some 

consideration also must be given to the sort of work the organization carries out; the 

research organization is a small manufacturing firm with varying work functions 

contained within it from the creative to the relatively mundane and repetitious.  Hoole 

and Bonnema (2015) found that attention paid to person-job fit and career stages are 

important to connect meaningful work to engagement, this may be why the leader of the 

research organization regularly reiterates the organizational mission, vision, values, and 

goals for his workforce.  Job fit was also a focus of the research of Shuck et al. (2011) 
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who found that this along with an affective commitment and the overarching 

psychological climate of an organizations were significantly related to engagement and 

noted that at their time of writing fewer than 30% of workers reported being engaged at 

work, and the cost of disengagement in the United States was estimated as possibly being 

as high as $300 billion each year.   

Because the workforce of the research organization is diverse in several respects 

including race, gender, and ages of employees, the findings of Apfelbaum et al. (2016) 

may be useful, as they indicated that firms finding value in difference may be more 

engaging than those finding value in equality thought of distinctly from one another.  

Chandrasiri (2017) explored organizational change utilizing an evidence-based workforce 

engagement framework within which in which leadership perspective was aligned with 

an engagement-focused outlook to adequately address the needs of a diverse workforce. 

Gilbert et al. (2010) provided an evidence-based strategy for increased engagement, 

reduced burnout, and improved workplace climate by empowering members of the 

workforce to contribute to organizational goals on an individual basis and then 

recognizing them in visible ways.  Shuck and Reio (2014a) found that leaders can 

significantly and positively impact workforce wellbeing through engagement efforts and 

focusing on a positive psychological workplace climate, especially one in which the 

workforce is made to feel that their engagement matters and their contributions are 

valued.  Young et al. (2018) conducted a meta-analysis examining the linkages between 

workforce engagement and personal traits, finding that positive affectivity at 31% was 

the strongest predictor of engagement and that coupled with proactive personality at 
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19.6% and conscientiousness at 14.10% organizational leaders who exemplify and 

promote these traits are most likely to create a culture of engagement. 

Engagement Drivers and Assessment 

 Regardless of organizational size engagement must begin with the leader whose 

primary function as such is to integrate both human potential and conflicts into a unified 

whole of social capital as a starting point for workforce engagement (De Clerq et al., 

2014).  A focus on the organizational leadership as the starting point of engagement 

efforts is not only found in Baldrige (2017) but as a means by which to make the most 

direct and positive impact on it by Koonce et al. (2016) and Galpin (2017).  Evenson 

(2014) had noted that while 71% of organizations surveyed included a focus on 

engagement only 35% considered themselves effective in their efforts.  Taking a social 

level approach to engagement, Le Blanc and Oerlemans (2016) found that simply giving 

the workforce accurate and daily feedback on their work can be a powerful driver of 

workforce engagement, and may make up for a lack of satisfaction if and when specific 

job duties are inherently unfulfilling to perform. This was similarly supported by the 

work of Haddock-Millar et al. (2016) who noted that the role of the leader is critical to 

workforce engagement and that members of the workforce who feel their leaders exhibit 

supportive behaviors, specifically with regard to environmental concern in which 94% of 

respondents agreed this was important to them.  Breevaart et al. (2014) examined 

transformational leadership and the role of autonomy and contingent reward in increased 

engagement similarly to Meyer (2013), who likewise focused on transformational 

leadership and the cumulative effects of product data management (PDM), autonomy, 

and job enrichment as strong drivers of engagement.  Crawford et al. (2010) examined 
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job autonomy within the work environment as a driver of engagement and suggested a 

significant positive connection with job resources, and noted that a follower must be 

willing to dedicate their efforts and abilities to the task, adding that in 95% of their meta 

analysis engagement and burnout were negatively related though not necessarily 

empirically opposite.  

 Shuck et al. (2017) sought to understand variances found in predictive modeling 

of engagement based on a set of three job attitudes and found that frequently survey-

based assessments of engagement place too much emphasis on antecedents resulting in 

non-actionable data building on Arrowsmith and Parker’s (2013) observations that 

engagement outcomes can become confused with their antecedents.  Focusing to a large 

extent on the perspective of the workforce being engaged rather than the organization 

itself “doing” engagement, Truss et al. (2013) cautioned against engagement becoming 

an exclusively leader-led effort and indicated a more dialogic process through which both 

leaders and followers could find win-win arrangements.  Shantz et al. (2013) viewed job 

design as a driver of workforce enthusiasm, which in turn drives engagement and 

moderates work performance, but left the question unanswered as to with whom the 

responsibility for that design ought to be left with – the leaders or their followers.  

Kendall and Bodinson (2016) connected exceptional results to the efficacy of leadership, 

finding that assessment extends beyond metrics and into less quantifiable areas such as 

workforce retention and productivity as indicators of engagement.  What was 

conspicuously missing in the literature regarding the assessment of engagement was an 

method that resembled the pragmatic approach of James (2016), i.e., assessing outcomes 

in the manner in which they actually take place in the workforce rather than attempting to 
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mold workforce engagement measures to extant assessments.  A benefit of this study is 

its inclusion of a means by which to assess the engagement of the workforce by 

organizational leaders and followers so as to identify opportunities for improvement that 

are immediately actionable as part of continuous process improvement. 

Performance Management 

 Baldrige (2017) defines high performance as “ever-higher levels of overall 

organizational and individual performance, including quality, productivity, innovation 

rate, and cycle time” (p. 49).  A significant aspect of this working atmosphere and 

maintaining it effectively will include soliciting input from the workforce in planning as 

well as understanding the performance is closely linked with engagement, i.e., the 

engaged workforce performs better.  Mone et al. (2011) adopted an active approach 

positing performance management as a key driver of employee engagement, and 

suggested that a goal-focused culture of trust and empowerment could hold the key to 

both performance and engagement.  Mone and London (2018) built on this approach to 

define the workforce member engaged through performance management as being 

“involved, committed, passionate, and empowered, and demonstrates those feelings in 

work behavior” (p. xviii).  Besieux et al. (2015) found that a transformational approach to 

leadership had a significant positive impact on workforce engagement by emphasizing 

corporate social responsibility as a leader-led contribution to internal and external 

stakeholders.  Albrecht et al. (2015) suggested that provided they are properly managed 

performance management systems can be used both to engage the workforce and drive 

performance improvements in the organization starting with a goal-focused approach to 

leadership and creating a climate of trust and empowerment (p. 14).  Schneider et al. 
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(2018) noted a further positive correlation between workforce engagement and 

organizational performance, finding that in 95% of cases studied aggregate collective 

work engagement coincided with increased organizational return on assets.  Jenkins and 

Delbridge (2013) examined hard and soft approaches to engaging employees and found 

the latter resulted in higher perceived organizational integrity and featured reciprocal 

social relations, while the former resulted in lower perceived organizational integrity and 

fractured social relations.  Leary et al. (2013) researched dysfunctional dispositions from 

a follower perspective and focused on passively destructive leadership characteristics 

such as intimidation tactics as potential indicators of negative employee outcomes such as 

burnout that in turn can jeopardize both workforce engagement and organizational 

success. 

Workforce and Leader Development 

Learning and Development System 

 How an organization supports workforce needs for learning and personal and 

professional development includes considerations of continuous process improvement 

and honest assessments of strategic benefits and challenges in which knowledge and 

skills are reinforced and core competencies are supported.  Shuck et al. (2014b) examined 

workforce development as it impacts turnover intention and found that 33% of the 

workforce experienced emotional engagement that in turn made them more likely to 

voluntarily maintain their employment in organizations that demonstrate support to the 

workforce by investing in their development.  Yoerger et al. (2015) discussed 

participatory decision-making (PDM), and found that strong supervisory support and how 

employees view their work environment to include participating in decisions influencing 
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it resulted in lasting engagement and leader development.  Godkin (2015) likewise took a 

participatory approach, specifically regarding employees’ ethical voice as a means of 

engaging employees with mid-management and corporate social responsibility (CSR).  

Scott (2016) supported the Baldrige practice of benchmarking as a means by which to 

engage both in evaluative exercises and continuous improvement, and noted the need to 

learn from other industries not only to survive as an organization but also to remain 

competitive and identify opportunities for improvement. 

Learning and Development Effectiveness 

 The Baldrige (2017) Criteria require organizations to consider how they recognize 

and then capitalize on correlations between learning and development to identify 

opportunities for improvement in effectiveness and efficiency.  Examining the efficacy of 

work-related training, Sitzmann and Weinhardt (2018) presented a training engagement 

theory as a sequence of analysis based on the establishment, prioritization, and pursuit of 

organizational and personal goals as a means of securing a competitive advantage within 

the organization’s industry.  Cowardin-Lee and Soyalp (2011) presented an engaged 

workforce as the developed product of engaged and knowledgeable leaders, approaching 

the topic from an active and collaborative perspective, and presenting questions regarding 

individual engaged followers’ contribution to the developmental effectiveness of the 

organization that this study integrated into his interview questions.  Strumwasser and 

Virkstis (2015) identified ensuring that members of the workforce feel their ideas and 

suggestions are valued and acted upon by the organization as the leading strategy for 

creating workforce engagement by promoting organizational learning and effectiveness.  

Leonard and McGuire (2007) recommended that organizational leaders ought to consider 
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how they develop their personal leadership attributes as well as their organizational 

knowledge in both themselves and their workforce to have the greatest impact on 

engagement (p. 97). 

Career Progression 

 Baldrige (2017) directs organizations to give careful consideration to how they 

manage the career development and progression of their workforce at all levels, to 

include succession planning and allowing entry-level workers to grow personally and 

professionally from within the company (p. 21).  Brown-Wilson and Parry (2013) 

examined career progression in managers older than fifty which fits the demographics of 

about half the senior leadership at the research organization, and found that motivational 

drivers of progression changes over the course of the career.  Spaulding and Martin-

Caughey (2015) suggested that approaching members of the workforce from the 

perspective of long-term career potential as well as paid internal training can be strong 

motivators of engagement.  Taris et al. (2017) examined the extent to which workforce 

and engagement exist as overlapping concepts and how job demands and resources, the 

latter of which include opportunities for promotion, can promote engagement and reduce 

burnout.  Liu et al. (2016) examined social network data to develop a model of career 

path planning within a learning framework that is not dissimilar to the broad approaches 

of Baldrige (2017) in this same area of research.  The Baldrige (2017) approach tends to 

approach engagement by leadership proactively, and demands the direct and committed 

involvement of senior leadership in order to produce effective and sustainable 

engagement (Leonard & McGuire, 2007).  How this involvement takes place at the 

organization being studied will be revealed through the interviews with senior leadership 
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and their workforce, though it is reasonable to expect that the senior leadership defines 

the corporate culture such that engagement is less an initiative and more an aspect of 

corporate culture. 

Literature about the Baldrige Framework Criteria 

 Writing primarily for leaders and professional practitioners seeking to better 

understand and implement the Baldrige criteria in their organizations, Leonard and 

McGuire (2007) produced a straightforward guidebook presentation of the complex 

criteria category items, scoring guidelines, with sample feedback reports, and example 

case studies.  Hutton (2000) had attempted something similar, looking primarily at 

emergent technology companies like IMB and FedEx, assessing the connection between 

organizational assessment and improvements in efficiency and service though the Criteria 

Framework has matured substantially in the intervening nineteen years.  In a series of 

books stretching nearly two decades, Blazey (2013) provided insightful guides for 

organizations and their leaders seeking to understand and implement the Baldrige criteria 

at an extremely detailed level by breaking down the linkages between criteria categories 

from processes to results.  Approaching the Criteria from an interpretive perspective, 

Brown (2013) offered organizations guidelines for preparing their award application, 

identifying key themes, understanding scoring, preparing for a site visit, and using the 

examiner feedback report as a strategic planning tool for addressing opportunities for 

improvement.  There are also myriad shorter publications by the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST), a subsidiary of the U.S. Department of Commerce 

and the organization that publishes the Baldrige criteria each year, from whom several 

whitepapers and FAQs are available, mostly written for an audience of practitioners and 
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often cited as either NIST or as the Baldrige National Quality Program, though 

sometimes as the individual authors, who are frequently employees or associates of the  

NIST, for example Schaefer (2017a).  

From the viewpoint of academic research, there have been other dissertations 

written about the Baldrige criteria, though many of them focused on the Framework as a 

whole, or within a specific industry, e.g., healthcare or higher education.  An early 

example is that of Fritz (1993) whose dissertation already identified the Baldrige criteria 

as an organizational benchmarking standard only a few years after its inception and fewer 

still after its introduction to higher education, and examined them in light of how they 

were perceived by non-academic service units at a large university.  Chismark (2013) 

conducted phenomenological research on the lived experience of senior healthcare 

leaders, in which he found successful leaders’ approaches to be a blend of servant, 

transformational, and competency-based leadership.  Hossain (2009) had earlier pursued 

a similar approach, comparing the Baldrige framework with business performance 

management (BPM), and building a new version of the latter based on the precepts of the 

former organized into causal matrices, which was then reviewed by Baldrige Award 

recipients.  In the same year, Horne (2009) examined the return on assets (ROA), 

earnings per share (EPS) and the ration of Baldrige Award-winning companies, finding 

no significant performance difference before or after winning and indicating that 

organizations focused on performance excellence extend that to daily practice as well as 

within Award applications.  Turning to a treatment in K-12 education, Willert (2012) 

examined the leadership practices of superintendents in Baldrige Award-winning school 

districts, finding them to share a data-driven commitment to continuous improvement and 
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a collaborative approach to leadership based on follower empowerment.  Most recently, 

and also at Creighton University, Cruz (2018) conducted a quantitative examination of 

the influence of work processes on organizational results, and importantly for this study’s 

DIP, found a positive correlation between senior leadership and workforce engagement, 

as well as customer engagement.  The present DIP will be an opportunity for this study to 

verify through primary data of interviews and observations some of these correlational 

findings with qualitative data from a specific organization that has won the Baldrige 

Award twice, as compared to a statistical quantitative analysis of secondary data 

collected over a six year period as conducted by Cruz (2018).  Cruz (2018) suggested that 

organizations should at a minimum adopt the Baldrige category items for both senior 

leadership and workforce engagement, identifying these as the two most likely to help 

organizations in achieving their strategic goals and increase business effectiveness (p. 

102). 

Reflections of the Researcher 

Despite the breadth and depth of the literature available that generally addresses 

workforce engagement, there appear to be opportunities to contribute substantively to the 

literature in a few significant ways.  One of these opportunities is from the perspective of 

followership as defined by Koonce et al. (2016) as uniquely considering the organization 

itself from a dialogical perspective of interactivity as a movement away from the more 

traditional modes of contractual and transactional communications and leadership.  

Another is the consideration and close examination of best practices as functionally 

independent from the organizations and even the industries in which they are found, i.e., 

gleaning those practices from a successful organization that might be put to profitable use 
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in another, despite obvious differences in their leaders, followers, and so forth.  The 

potential that this study is inclined to believe exists is to remove these from organization- 

and industry-bound contexts for broader application by organization leaders across 

several different industries.  Finally, the notion of engagement itself is an issue that is 

fundamentally agent-relative, and at least partially intrinsic from a motivational 

perspective.  It may be best to approach this by individual focus through the lens of 

leadership and followership.  As there has already been a quantitative correlation between 

senior leadership and workforce engagement established on a larger scale by Cruz 

(2018), significant opportunity exists for this study to build on this and the other literature 

cited in order to develop a phenomenological theory of how Baldrige-based leadership 

impacts workforce engagement at a small, for-profit specialty-manufacturing firm in 

Texas.  

Summary 

 This literature review has covered the relevant literature both popular and 

academic focusing on leadership, workforce engagement, and the Baldrige Framework 

Criteria.  The discussion of leadership proceeded historically and conceptually through 

the development of the concept of leadership and through the stages that it passed in 

marking approaches and emergent perspective.  The section on workforce engagement 

was presented according to the order in which each constituent component is encountered 

in that section of the Baldrige Award application, and then proceeded to address the 

literature related to each category item.  Finally a discussion of literature regarding the 

Baldrige Framework Criteria itself was presented in two sections discussing popular and 

academic treatments thereof, the latter of which included a similar dissertation that was 
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approached last year from a quantitative perspective and which this DIP attempts to 

address from a qualitative examination of a small manufacturing firm in Texas, not 

through multivariate analysis but by presenting a phenomenological theory supporting an 

evidence-based solution to the professional practice problem. 
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 CHAPTER THREE: PROJECT METHODOLOGY 

Purpose of the Study 

 This study explored the impact of Baldrige-based organizational leadership on 

workforce engagement at a small, for-profit specialty-manufacturing firm in Texas.  

Aim of the Study 

 This study aimed to design/create an evidence-based solution to the identified 

problem, and to formulate an original theory for explaining the relationship that obtains 

between leadership and workforce engagement and the influence the former has on the 

latter.  This study has formulated this as a description of best practices from a 

phenomenological study of a Baldrige award-winning organization that can now be 

introduced to leaders in other organizations and industries to improve workforce 

engagement and provide a starting point for introducing the Baldrige Framework. 

Methodology 

 The approach to this DIP was qualitative, following the phenomenological 

method described by Creswell (2013) and Moustakas (1994), generating the theory and 

proposed solution from data collected from participants who have experienced the 

Baldrige Criteria Framework in their organization.  Participants’ experience with 

Baldrige was in all cases either active or passive, and was not necessarily experienced 

under that name in all instances, e.g., recent hires may not have been aware that their 

onboarding experiences had been directed by Baldrige criteria, but senior leaders were 

found to be very familiar with it.  Data was primarily collected through interviews with 

organizational leaders and followers, and the researcher sought to systematically explain 

the process of leadership as it impacts workforce engagement.  In addition to interviews, 
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this study included a document review of secondary data to include past Baldrige award 

applications and examiner feedback reports as well as organizational policies and 

procedure manuals that may have been influenced by Baldrige.  Interviews were 

conducted onsite and included approximately seventeen organizational leaders and 

followers and continued until data saturation was achieved in order to produce the new 

theory.  The “zigzag” process detailed in Creswell (2013) was employed with the author 

conducting initial interviews, analyzing the data, and returning to the site on a weekly 

basis for approximately two months to conduct further interviews and document reviews 

in a constant comparative analysis model to arrive at the core phenomenon that ultimately 

ground the theory and from which was derived the proposed solution. 

Overview of the Data Collection 

 The key figure  interviewed is the CEO and second-generation owner of a small, 

for-profit specialty-manufacturing firm in Texas.   This study focused on this individual 

in order to get a sense of his leadership style and how his organization’s participation in 

the Baldrige framework has impacted workforce engagement.  The author acquired a 

copy of the organizational chart and identified interview subjects within each echelon to 

derive a representative sample of the organization that will also present the depth of 

knowledge and experience required to ground the theory.  Interviews were scheduled 

based on the availability of interviewees as well as this study’s weekly travel availability 

to the site over an approximately eight week period, and accounted for any intra-

organizational time constraints.  It was of paramount importance that all interview 

subjects had experienced  participation in Baldrige and had a working organizational 

familiarity with it in order to provide quality interview responses that aided data 
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saturation.  This experience and familiarity did not necessarily need to utilize the 

vocabulary of Baldrige provided its key tenets were in evidence in their experiences with 

the organization and through their interactions with its leadership.  Interviews necessarily 

included leaders and followers at all levels of the organization with varying levels of 

education, experience, and familiarity with Baldrige; it was additionally incumbent upon 

this study to assimilate the interview responses into an intelligible holistic view of how 

leadership is impacting engagement.   

 Regarding the document review and observational aspects of this study, this study 

primarily looked at Baldrige-related artifacts but also considered the organizational 

environment and reviewed company manuals and received permission to observe 

leadership team meetings and factory floor operations.  Because the research organization 

has won the Baldrige Award for performance excellence twice and was applying for a 

third time at the time of writing, particular attention was paid to their historical 

progression and organizational maturation.  The document review was specifically of past 

and in-progress Baldrige award applications and examiner feedback reports.  This was 

important secondary data because it told the story of how the organization sees itself, as 

well as how an interdisciplinary team of trained examiners and subject matter experts saw 

the organization and then identified both strengths and opportunities for improvement.  

The opportunities for improvement were significant pieces of secondary data and 

provided insight as to how the organization works to incorporate constructive feedback in 

pursuit of continuous improvement and performance excellence.  As both leadership and 

workforce engagement are key subcategories of Baldrige, this study viewed the 
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progression of the organization in these criteria areas as revealing important themes and 

contextual and situational factors that aided in solidly grounding the theory. 

Instruments for Data Collection 

Interview questions and follow-up questions were grouped according to the senior 

leadership and workforce engagement sections of the Baldrige criteria framework, 

Category Items 1.1 and 5.2, respectively.  The questions may be found in Appendix B, 

and it should be understood that any of the questions were supplemented with probing 

questions, e.g., “Tell me more about that,” and/or “Why do you feel that way?”  The 

interviews were anticipated to last approximately thirty minutes based on the expectation 

of receiving rich descriptions given in answer to the above questions and follow-up/probe 

questions listed above.  Opportunities were also given to all respondents to add any 

comments they might have in order to more fully describe the leadership and workforce 

engagement situations at the organization.  The interview format was designed so as to be 

as calm and casual as possible in order to receive the most candid and informative 

responses.  In all, there were twelve primary questions and fourteen probing or follow-up 

questions presented above, some of which took a little longer to answer, particularly in 

instances where there was a vibrant example or when a line of questioning developed 

from one or more of the subtopics.  The overarching focus of each interview was to 

discover leaders’ perceptions of their own efforts to engage their workforce as compared 

to how their workforce perceives and reacts to these efforts. 

Gaining Participants for the Study 

 This study made arrangements through Quality Texas Foundation (QTF), the state 

program supportive of the Baldrige Framework Criteria, to interview the organizational 
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leader and study the organization by means of an introduction from the CEO of QTF to 

the organization’s CEO.  Verbal and written (email) permission was received from the 

organization’s CEO to interview organizational leaders and followers, as well as to be 

permitted access to documents, and make observations of the organization as it conducts 

daily business.  While past Baldrige Award applications and organizational profiles are 

commonly provided on the national Baldrige website and used for training purposes, 

access to the full applications needed be requested from the organization.  Because the 

organization’s first Baldrige award predated commonly available digital records, these 

were made available onsite.  Additionally, access to examiner feedback reports was 

requested and the author signed nondisclosure agreements for any proprietary 

information found within them as is often the case in specialty manufacturing firms.  

Nondisclosure agreements also factored into this study’s observations of the factory floor 

observations and organizational leadership meetings because proprietary processes were 

present, albeit outside the scope of this study’s professional expertise that does not 

involve manufacturing. The organization is for-profit, so their time is inherently valuable, 

but this study also be provided a useful deliverable in conducting this research and 

developing a theory, so a perspective of transactional exchange was adopted and 

presented to organizational leaders for the mutual benefit of both research participants 

and this study.  As the organizational leader was this study’s primary contact, this study 

met with him informally during the proposal construction process, and an introductory 

script was not required.  The timeline was dependent on successful proposal defense, and 

IRB approval was sought immediately following defense with research having 

commenced immediately thereafter.  Communications with the organization were largely 
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conducted via email and also on a face-to-face basis during each research visit, which 

occurred on a weekly basis until data saturation was achieved. 

Procedures 

 Following an introduction to the key organizational leader, the author requested 

introductions to the senior leadership team and  then scheduled interviews with them 

while also asking for their permission and introductions to interview their direct reports 

and line employees constituting the workforce.  Initial interviews were scheduled on a 

weekly basis over approximately two months so as not to fatigue the organization and to 

give this study sufficient time in which to analyze initial responses and formulate useful 

follow-up questions and requests.  Interviews were conducted as casually and 

conversationally as possible, usually in leaders’ offices or a conference room where 

followers felt relaxed and able to open up to richly describe their experiences.  

Arrangements were made during this study’s initial visit to the site and in meetings with 

organizational leaders, and a conference room was placed at this study’s disposal.  The 

interviews themselves were scheduled for approximately half an hour and no two 

interviews were scheduled any closer than on an hour interval, to give this study time to 

make behavioral or situational notes following interviews, and allow additional time with 

participants if needed.  Each participant was asked for their permission to be audio 

recorded, and was shown the IRB information and their rights as respondents. 

Timeline for the Study 

 The proposal was completed in October 2018 and IRB approval was immediately 

sought and received; research commenced as soon as approval was received, and was 

planned for November and December 2018.  Permission for conducting the research was 
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secured, and the author met with the senior organizational leader for the first time in June 

of 2018.  Because this study approached this DIP through a phenomenological qualitative 

approach, data analysis ran concurrently with interviews, document review, and 

observations.  Final data analysis and the writing and editing of Chapters Four and Five 

took place from January to June 2019 to include time for revisions, clarifications, and the 

identification of areas for possible future research. 

Financial and/or Budgetary Issues Influencing Data Collection  

 The author did not anticipate nor encounter any financial issues other than the 

cost of traveling from his home to the research organization site and finding 

accommodations, and these costs were be absorbed by him personally and did not present 

an undue burden or delay the research unnecessarily.  Transportation occurred by 

personal vehicle from home to the research site., The author stayed in paid 

accommodations the evening before each research day.  No financial incentives were 

promised or were provided or paid to respondents, and this study received no money for 

presenting favorable findings, although the author promised the CEO a copy of the 

finished DIP for internal use as a tool of continuous process improvement. 

Legal Issues Influencing Evidence Collection 

As noted earlier, due to the organization’s unique market position and proprietary 

processes as a specialty manufacturer, the author voluntarily signed nondisclosure 

documents , and was open but not asked to sign non-compete documents as well; neither 

of these presented any problem or delay.  Despite to the manufacturing nature of the 

organization, the author was not required to sign a waiver for his personal safety in order 

to be permitted to conduct observations on the factory floor, nor did he need to be 
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escorted for safety and liability reasons.  There were no other potential legal hurdles 

anticipated or encountered, and the organizational leader made clear that he was open to 

and eager for this research to take place.  This attitude on the part of the organizational 

leader was a theme that ran throughout the research – he is quite open to anyone, even 

competitors coming to the research site and seeing how operations are conducted, and 

this level of transparency struck this study as truly remarkable and a model to be 

emulated by other organizations. 

Data Analysis  

Interviews were audio-recorded and numbered by respondent so as to provide an 

initial level of rendering responses anonymous, and provided a convenient way for this 

study to align behavioral notes taken during and after each interview with the individual 

to whom they correspond.  Audio files were transcribed by Rev.com, an online 

transcription service, and automatically converted to Word files, with notes added 

manually as columnar annotations, prior to being loaded into coding software.  This study 

then applied a combination of the JSTOR beta text analyzer and NVivo to complete 

initial open and axial coding to identify the categories surrounding the core phenomenon, 

following Strauss and Corbin (1990).  This study examined common themes from 

interview responses to identify causal factors and strategies impacting the core 

phenomenon of workforce engagement and developed a conditional matrix as a 

procedural step in grounding the theory that emerged (Creswell, 2013).  Data analysis 

was expected to take several weeks and involved revisiting the site to conduct follow-up 

interviews and further document reviews; this study planned on a two-month period to 

complete data analysis to utilize finding to develop the evidence-based solution.  The 
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remaining data analysis was conducted as Chapters Four and Five were completed with 

clarifications being added as needed and some initial illustrative coding quotes replaced 

or refined with better or more remarkable connections to the theory. 

Leadership Roles/Implications as It Relates to Data Collection 

This DIP centered on a phenomenological examination based on the lived 

experience of organizational leaders and their impact on workforce engagement through 

their application of the Baldrige Framework Criteria.  As such it is of immediate 

professional and practical import for organizational leaders who are considering or 

already employing the Baldrige Framework, as well as those seeking to positively impact 

their workforce engagement metrics.  This study very carefully considered the 

organizational leader’s personal leadership style, examined how it has been shaped by 

participation in Baldrige, and attempted to describe how it may have matured over the 

years, and with it the related workforce engagement.  This consideration extended to the 

rest of the senior leadership team as well as their direct reports and other organizational 

followers to include the line level employees, who were interviewed and observed to see 

how they reflect their leaders’ leadership traits.  Because the research organization is 

relatively small, with fewer than fifty employees, it was anticipated the leader would 

have substantial direct influence on his followers and the organizational dynamics were 

largely dependent on his personal approach to leadership, which lent itself well to the 

phenomenological approach.  It was important to consider leadership issues in regard to 

this study’s professional practice problem because workforce engagement is an issue of 

critical importance to all industries, but especially in the for-profit world.  Additionally, 

committed, long-term participation in Baldrige is an investment in time, money, and 
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effort in changing organizational culture, and the impact of Baldrige-directed leadership 

on workforce engagement is in need of academic treatment, with a scholarly effort 

directed at developing an evidence-based proposed solution and new engagement theory. 

Ethical Considerations 

 All audio files from interviews were transferred onto a thumb drive memory stick 

that is stored along with original copies of observational notes and a printed transcription 

of the interviews in his personal bank safety deposit box to which he alone has access.  

Informed consent procedures as published by Creighton University’s IRB 

(http://www.creighton.edu/fileadmin/user/ResearchCompliance/IRB/Policies_and_Proce

dures/118_Informed_Consent.pdf) were followed, and the informed consent form for 

qualitative studies published by the World Health Organization 

(http://www.who.int/rpc/research_ethics/informed_consent/en/) was adapted for this DIP.  

Interview respondent data was made anonymous as described above beginning with 

transcription and coding procedures, with mid- and line-level employees collated and 

coded into thematic groupings, with author-assigned respondent numbers used for 

reporting direct quotes.   The master list of respondent numbers and corresponding names 

was secured by this study and is not available in the appendices of the DIP, nor will it be 

made available to the organization or its leaders.   According to the firm’s organizational 

chart, there is a single individual as the senior-most leader, with three direct reports, and 

two further levels of leadership hierarchy beneath him, each of which was grouped in the 

same manner as other employees making everyone other than the CEO himself 

anonymous.   Following Creswell (2013), member checking was used as a validation 

strategy, and respondents at each level were invited to attend a focus group presentation 
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that took place in the research organization’s monthly all-hands meeting in which every 

member of the workforce was present to judge the accuracy and credibility of this study’s 

preliminary analyses, but these did not include raw interview transcript data. 

Reflective Practices 

 This study has approached the DIP as an iterative process, saving each draft as a 

separate file in order to both learn from and appreciate the revision process as it shaped 

the project.  Additionally, the author adopted the practice of reflecting on the project at 

the start and end of each week, examining and revising work as needed while preparing 

the proposal chapters.  During the data collection phase, time was set aside after each 

interview for taking notes on the respondent’s behavior during the interview as well as 

his own reflections on the general mood and feel of the interview itself, the subject, and 

so on.  These notes were then incorporated in columnar annotation fashion alongside the 

transcribed interviews in order to aid the open and axial coding phases of this study’s 

data analysis.  This was a critical piece of this DIP particularly because its deliverable 

was a solution in the unique experience of the researcher immersing himself in how 

leadership impacts workforce engagement at a small for-profit manufacturing firm in 

Texas.  Without a thorough reflective component, the resultant theory would have rung 

hollow, would not have provided a practical contribution to the field, and would not be a 

substantive contribution to the literature; the author hopes to benefit all parties through 

his analysis and reflection. 

Researcher Reflections on the Proposal Process 

Following the identification of Baldrige as a topic, and within it leadership and 

workforce engagement, all that remained was for this study to identify a professional 
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practice setting.  As the researcher’s primary previous graduate work was in the field of 

healthcare ethics, initially a hospital was selected as ideal; due to the untimely death of 

the moving force behind Baldrige involvement at that hospital, a new option had to be 

identified.  It was then that this study turned to the for-profit world, and was introduced 

by the CEO of QTF to a unique situation in which a small company had not only won the 

Baldrige Award, but had won it a second time – the only small business in the history of 

the Award to have done so – and was applying for a third time.  The opportunity to 

conduct research at an organization such as this was ideal for this study’s interests and 

professional goals, and the potential for generating a solution grounded in the lived 

experiences of its leaders and followers was tremendous.  In this way the author could 

have approached his research and data analysis without any assumptions that might have 

related to his prior experience with academic issues surrounding healthcare or inherent in 

his experience working in higher education.  The result of this process was to identify a 

leadership problem the barriers of which have been removed and opportunities 

discovered through this DIP.  This resulted in a final product that is not only directly 

beneficial as a theory, but also a source of professional growth for the author as a subject 

matter expert able to contribute to leadership and workforce engagement literature. 

Summary 

 The methodological approach for this phenomenological qualitative study on the 

impact of leadership on workforce engagement in Baldrige organizations required 

interviews, document reviews, and observations of the organization’s daily life.  The 

lived experience of the research subjects, both leaders and followers, was examined to 
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identify a core leadership and workforce engagement phenomenon around which a the 

proposed solution was generated.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS 

Introduction 

 The purpose of this phenomenological qualitative study was to explore the impact 

of Baldrige-based organizational leadership on workforce engagement at a small, for-

profit specialty-manufacturing firm in Texas.  This dissertation in practice examined the 

impact Baldrige-guided leadership has on workforce engagement within a for-profit 

organization applying the framework criteria.  To do this effectively and provide a 

beneficial contribution to the literature, several aspects must be made clear with regard to 

what constitutes leadership and active application of Baldrige by the leaders being 

studied.  This research study utilized interviews focusing on the organizational leaders’ 

and followers’ dyadic participation in the Baldrige Framework.  Additionally, this study 

conducted document reviews of the organization’s previous award applications and 

examiner feedback reports considered as secondary data.  Because the individual lived 

experience of leaders and followers who have experienced a phenomenon collectively is 

central to qualitative research, this study conducted floor observations of individuals at 

work in the organization during both leadership meetings and factory functions.   

Organizational factors specifically under consideration included approaches to leadership 

and resultant demonstrable engagement of the workforce by means of the criteria.  The 

following research question primarily guided this phenomenological study: 

 Do leaders who base their leadership on Baldrige criteria impact workforce 

engagement within their organizations? 

 This is a complex question and one that did not appear to lend itself readily to a 

quantitative approach, but that instead required more nuanced and comprehensive rich 
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descriptions of the experiences lived both by the leaders and followers under study.  This 

was due to several factors, not least of which was the personality and leadership style of 

the senior leader of the organization, as well as unique factors such as the relatively small 

size of the organization compared with other Baldrige Award winners.  With 

organizational factors the ability of leaders to engage their workforce and maintain 

Award-winning levels of performance excellence consistently can improve productivity 

and value, demonstrating best practices that might then be applied in other organizations 

and industries.  

 What follows in Chapter Four is a detailed description of the process this study 

followed for data collection and analyses/coding, and a presentation of his findings.  The 

presentation of findings begins with the general thematic coding classifications based on 

their frequency of occurrence in respondents’ responses to interview questions as well as 

supplementary comments and information gleaned from observations and document 

reviews.  Beginning with a description of the research site and interview methodology 

and procedures that were followed for document review and meeting and factory floor 

observations, this study describes the demographics of the respondents and compares 

them both to the community in which the organization is geographically situated and as 

compared to the manufacturing industry.  An explanation of the transcription process 

from recorded interviews to transcribed word documents and the manner of reformatting 

and checking them is then presented, with information provided regarding the qualitative 

coding software that was used to analyze the data as well as the means by which files 

were uploaded and arranged within it.  Next follows a discussion of the primary, 

secondary, and tertiary themes that emerged from the interviews as open and axial coding 
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were begun in the software, with detailed discussion of each along with relevant quotes 

from respondents, items from Baldrige applications and examiner feedback reports, and 

this study’s reflections on having observed meetings and organizational operations.  Each 

of the key themes has been presented in a table format figure showing clearly how 

respondent comments were brought through open coding, axial coding, and finally 

subjective/ tertiary coding to arrive at the themes presented in the proposed solution.  

Finally, each of the themes is discussed in greater detail with relevant respondent 

quotations presented for them, and submitted to analysis and synthesis to highlight 

aspects of the practices at the research organization that correlate with both the academic 

and professional literature of leadership and workforce engagement as well as this study’s 

research question, purpose statement, and reflections on the process as a whole. 

Data Collection 

 This study began research on-site at the organization on the 9thof October 2018, 

and concluded face-to-face interviews with respondents on the 5thof November 2018.  

Document review and meeting/floor operations observations took place concurrently 

between these dates.  Interviews took place at the research organization, mostly in a 

conference room, with some taking place in private offices that were provided by the 

leadership for this purpose and to insure privacy and candid responses on the part of 

interviewees.  Most interviews lasted approximately half an hour, with some going 

somewhat longer as respondents wanted to share more details about specific processes 

and programs.  Because respondents had a widely varied educational and socio-economic 

background, this study noted some gaps in understanding and/or vocabulary, and 

attempts were made to simplify the questions as much as possible for some interviewees, 
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while retaining as much as possible of the original questions as presented in Appendix B.  

Additionally, a few respondents were understood by this study to be English language 

learners (ELL), i.e., communicating in a language with which they may not have been 

fully comfortable, and every effort was made when needed to either parse the question 

and/or clarifying questions in Spanish or reword them more basically.  This researcher 

attended two supervisors meetings that are held daily, and one “all-hands” meeting – held 

monthly, at which he was invited to present his initial findings to the entire organization 

as an additional validity measure focus group.  The organization has an additional level 

of meeting, the business excellence leadership team (BELT), which was mentioned 

frequently by respondents, but which this study was unable to attend, as they are held 

significantly less frequently. 

Observations were conducted on the factory floor, sometimes accompanied by a 

member of the leadership team or other member of the workforce.  A detailed tour of the 

facility and how each area functions was provided to the author by senior leaders on the 

first day of research.  The author was given full access to the entire facility, and allowed 

to ask questions of the workforce at all levels in their work environment, being careful 

not to interrupt or slow production and order fulfillment.  Document review took place 

partially at the research site because the oldest Baldrige applications and feedback reports 

exist in printed format only.  Additional document review took place offsite at this 

study’s home utilizing the more recent Baldrige applications and feedback reports, 

provided to this study by the research organization in digital format.  Of the interviewees 

with previous and often lengthy experience with Baldrige, this study is inclined to believe 

that this did have an impact on their responses, but not in a manner that seemed likely to 
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change their responses with regard to its use in the research organization.  In other words, 

while some respondents employed Baldrige jargon in their responses, it was not apparent 

that any effort was being made to specifically address the Criteria, and interview 

questions referred only to leadership and engagement so as not to steer respondents 

toward Baldrige responses. 

The workforce of the research organization consisted of thirty-seven individuals 

during the research period, nineteen of which were interviewed, for a representative 

sample of just over half of the workforce, and presenting sufficient data saturation to 

provide to produce the evidence-based proposed solution.  The average tenure at the 

research organization was nearly twelve years, with the most recently hired respondent 

having been employed for five months and the longest for forty-four years.  It is worth 

noting that eight respondents had been employed at the research organization for a 

decade or longer.  Eleven respondents were male, and the remaining seven female; no 

respondents identified as any other gender; population data for the city in which the 

research organization is located shows roughly five percent fewer males than females, but 

this discrepancy may be accounted for by the fact that most of the workforce commutes 

from smaller outlying communities and/or Dallas, the nearest major city (“Lancaster, 

Texas City Data,” 2018).  In an analysis of data from the American Community Survey, 

Laughlin and Christnacht (2017) found that while nearly half the national workforce are 

women, as late as 2016 women were underrepresented in the manufacturing industry at 

less than thirty percent, making the research organization significantly higher and 

remarkable in this respect, and which this study expects will be noted in the research 

organization’s next application for the Malcolm Baldrige Award.   
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Eleven respondents were Caucasian, five were Hispanic or Latino, two were 

African-American, and one was Asian; compared to the demographics for the city a 

graph for which can be found in Appendix C (“Lancaster, Texas City Data,” 2018).  The 

organization moved from downtown Dallas to Lancaster nearly eighteen months prior to 

research being conducted, and it is worth noting that they lost no members of their 

workforce despite the move.  It is also of note that Lancaster is something of a bedroom 

community to Dallas, as is nearby Waxahachie, and smaller towns such as Italy, and so it 

is not unexpected that their demographics do not exactly correlate with their site location.  

Please see the “Dallas and Vicinity” map in Appendix D which shows Lancaster at the 

bottom center relative to the Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) Metroplex in the middle center of 

the map (Maps Dallas, n.d.).  Respondents were also categorized based on their role 

within the organizational workforce in order to trace emergent themes not only 

organizationally, but also on a role-based basis.  Because the organization is a family-

owned business, the three members of the owning family who work onsite were 

interviewed, Dale, the second-generation owner, and his two sons, Dan and Ryan.  Senior 

leadership other than the family comprised four respondents, supervisors accounted for 

three respondents, and two were classified as “other” whose roles were not as easily fit 

into the categories, or whose job duties had them filling multiple roles throughout the 

organization.  The largest group of respondents in the workforce was that of the 

production floor workers whose engagement was a key focus of the study, and which 

totaled six respondents.  A graph representing respondent categorization by their role 

within the research organization is available in Appendix E. 
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 Respondent data was transcribed by Rev.com, an online transcription service, 

during the second week of November 2018, the output of which amounted to over fifty-

seven thousand words of raw interview data.  The format provided by Rev was a 

Microsoft Word document that this study reformatted and corrected some misheard 

words that were mistaken by the transcriptionist, e.g., Baldrige, as well as some site-

specific and industry jargon, e.g., references to the organization’s proprietary iScrubber®.  

This data was then collated both by individual respondents and by interviewees’ 

responses to individual questions, in order to approach data analyses through multiple 

avenues.  The Baldrige applications and examiner feedback reports were received in both 

Microsoft Word and Adobe PDF formats from the research organization.  Both 

respondent data and Baldrige documents were initially put through JSTOR’s beta text 

analyzer to pull out the most commonly recurring phrases and identify related articles to 

give initial direction on selecting coding themes.  All files were then uploaded to NVivo 

12 for Mac qualitative coding software, where respondents were each assigned cases, and 

case classifications specific to this DIP were added, along with the corresponding 

demographic data listed above.  In addition to the Baldrige documents and formatted 

interview responses, the latter of which were uploaded to NVivo both as the cases 

described and with responses to each question uploaded as individual files, supplemental 

comments made by respondents were uploaded as well, and this study’s interview memo 

notes uploaded and coded alongside the interview data they were collected as part of and 

richly describe to include notes on respondent behavior, requested clarifications, etc. 
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Presentation of Findings 

 While interviews and observations were being conducted, this researcher took 

extensive notes/memos on recurrent themes as well as respondent behavior, body 

language, and reactions to interview questions and recorded data in a notebook that the 

author then transcribed manually and uploaded to the coding software along with 

responses.  The initial open coding cycle selected examples of responses from the 

interviews and organized them into open codes as shown in Figures 1 through 4 below.  

The axial coding provided the subthemes that brought the open codes into alignment 

according to common ideas distilled from them. The tertiary/subjective coding cycle 

organized respondent comments into four primary themes based on their frequency of 

recurrence in interviews including hands-on leadership, engagement interactions, cross 

training, and transparency.  The first primary theme was that of hands-on leadership, with 

three secondary themes of an open-door policy of communication, Baldrige, and Biblical 

leadership.  The engagement interactions theme had four secondary themes: engagement 

team, family, incentive programs, and meetings, the last of which had the tertiary themes 

of the all-hands meeting, the BELT team, and the supervisors’ meeting. Within the cross 

training theme, two secondary themes emerged: innovation and promotion from within, 

with the latter having two tertiary themes of continuing education and promotion from 

within. The final primary theme, transparency, also had three subthemes – dashboard, 

financial transparency, and mission, vision, values, and goals (MVVG).  These twenty-

one primary, secondary, and tertiary themes that emerged during interviews provided the 

foundational coding categories that respondent comments were then pulled into in NVivo 

12 for Mac during initial open and later axial coding phases.  Each of these will next be 
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discussed with regard to their importance to the organization, their recurrence in 

interviews, and how the statements by respondents emphasize them, building to the 

evidence-based solution that emerged out of this dissertation in practice and that will be 

presented in Chapter Five as an actionable and data-driven approach to engagement. 

Qualitative Findings Information 

 Interview questions were designed primarily following the Baldrige (2017) 

Framework Criteria guidelines that Award applicants follow and then examiners would 

use during independent review, consensus, and site visit of an organization applying for 

the Baldrige Award.  Specifically, interview questions were drawn and adapted from 

category item 1.1, senior leadership, and category item 5.2, workforce engagement 

(Baldrige, 2017).  A total of seventeen interview questions, ten in leadership and seven in 

workforce engagement were asked of research participants and an opportunity at the 

close of each interview was allotted for them to provide supplementary comments as 

well.  This number of questions was what resulted from this study carefully following the 

Baldrige (2017) format for the Category Items 1.1 and 5.2, senior leadership and 

workforce engagement, and adds validity through comprehensive data saturation.  

Supplementary comments in many instances featured richly descriptive information 

regarding leadership and engagement that were not otherwise brought up within the 

context of their other interview responses.  This provided an opportunity for this study to 

ask follow-up questions or develop ideas that may not have been adequately articulated 

by respondents within the context of the interview questions as initially presented to 

them, or as additional thoughts occurred to them toward the end of the interview.  Data 

saturation in the form of no new information being presented occurred on the final day of 
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interviews, coinciding with the majority percentage of the organization having been 

interviewed and assuring this study that further data would yield similar results and 

support for the themes could be reasonably assured (Faulkner & Trotter, 2017). 

Hands-on leadership. 

 The Baldrige (2017) Framework Criteria places greater emphasis on leadership 

than any other process category, and is second only to the overall calculation of results in 

terms of Award point values.  Category item 1.1b asks organizational leaders to 

specifically consider how they “take a direct role in motivating the workforce toward 

high performance” and at the research organization this came through thematically as a 

principled hands-on leadership steeped in open communication (Baldrige, 2017, p. 7).  

Hands-on leadership was the single-most prevalent theme to emerge during interviews, 

with eighteen respondents mentioning some aspect of it for a total of eighty-four 

references discovered during coding.  Respondent 1 noted that the workforce finds it very 

important to have one-on-one communication with the senior leadership and felt that it 

demonstrated how their opinions are valued, that they are trusted, encouraged, and 

empowered.  Respondent 10, a member of the senior leadership, specifically noted, “I 

don’t ask anybody to do anything that I won’t do myself,” continuing, “I’m constantly 

out on the floor helping, answering questions, assisting people, looking for variations on 

the production floor.”  Mission, vision, values, and goals provide a point of contact 

according to Respondent 11, who observed, “Senior leaders engage with the employees 

on a day-to-day basis, defining [the job] and where we’re going.”  The personal 

connection to the workforce was a consistent theme throughout interviews, for example 

Respondent 12 who recalled a recent episode when the owner “actually came and told me 
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he really trusted me, and trusted my word and judgment… that make me feel very, very 

good.” 

 That the senior leadership is “not afraid to get down and dirty and to help us get 

the jobs out and get everything done” as noted by Respondent 13 was a frequent example 

of hands-on leadership.  This is not to say that the hands-on leadership is always in the 

form of working alongside the workforce; “If the owner of your company, the man that 

signs your checks comes and knows you by name and remembers some personal thing 

about you… oh, okay – I’m not just a number,” said Respondent 15.  Respondent 16 

noted that all three family owners are “out there constantly mingling and addressing 

issues on the floor.”  Speaking to the senior leaders indicated that this approach of hands-

on leadership was very much a lived experience driven by a corporate culture; the owner 

of the company, Respondent 19, summed it up clearly in stating, “we like people’s 

opinions, we like their input… they know I’m engaged.”  Respondent 18, one of his sons, 

reflected a similar sentiment, noting that if their workforce “didn’t see us back there on 

the floor I don’t think there’d be a way that that two-way street thing would work out too 

well.”  Figure 1 in Appendix F shows the progression from respondent comments through 

open, axial, and selective coding procedures to emerge with the key theme and 

subthemes.  

Open-door policy. 

 Within hands-on leadership the most prevalent secondary theme, appearing 

directly in 15 interviews (83%) was the open-door approach to communication that has 

become the norm at the research organization.  Respondent 16 set the tone by stating, 

“Dale walks the floor every day – ever since I’ve been here, you’re more than welcome 
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to walk in his office and talk to him, I mean, he’ll come out to the floor and ask you how 

things are going – what you think about it.”  “Office doors are pretty open and anybody 

can talk to anybody… and it goes both ways, so changes happen right away” said 

Respondent 1, and Respondent 10 noted the importance of “employees [having] 

somebody they can talk to… a way for them to communicate without being afraid.”  

Respondent 13 made a point of noting that “every meeting Dan will always say, “you 

know our doors are open; you’re always welcome to come in and talk to us about 

anything,” with Respondent 17 adding that “whatever issue you have in the day… he’s 

there to Listen.”  Respondent 2 noted that everything done at the organization is “based 

on face-to-face discussion and… team problem solving, team updating, team focus on the 

work, with Respondent 3, one of the family owners, emphasizing the importance of 

senior leadership giving the workforce “a chance to let them know that you want to hear 

them.”  “So they will come and they will talk to us… so we know exactly what we need 

to do… they will work with us closely to make sure we get it done,” said Respondent 6.  

Respondent 5 observed, “They really do encourage us to… go over and ask – nothing’s 

off limits with them,” and Respondent 7 added that “without communication I don’t 

know if this company would be flowing the way it does.”  Respondent 9 credited the 

open-door policy with their ability to climb from answering the phones to a senior 

leadership role during their tenure with the company, emphasized, “letting everything be 

open, letting each employee small or great have a voice in what’s going on concerning 

big matters, little matters, important matters, not so important matters.  Having a door 

open to one’s workforce and having the workforce made aware and reminded of this 

regularly is a significant aspect of leadership at the research organization. 
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Baldrige. 

 The senior organizational leader has been involved with Baldrige since shortly 

after its inception, and the Baldrige Category Framework is deeply ingrained in the 

corporate culture of the research organization, permeating to every level of the company 

from policies to practices.  The extent of integration is so great that while every single 

member of the workforce is actively practicing the principles of Baldrige, they may not 

always be aware of the fact that their work lives are driven and directed by it.  Seven 

respondents (37%) specifically mentioned Baldrige, and the bulk of the direct references 

to it were made by the owner of the company, who has had the deepest and longest-

running involvement with it, both through QTF and National Baldrige.  It is important to 

note here that aside from the title of the study appearing on the informational paperwork 

presented prior to each interview, Baldrige was not specifically mentioned, and other 

respondents who spoke about it directly were predominantly senior leaders, managers, or 

supervisors.  Baldrige “gave us a roadmap of some guidelines to follow” said Respondent 

10, and Respondent 11 added that “the higher the quality, the less time, the more profit 

you make… it just goes hand in hand, noting also that “this is why we’re as successful as 

we are, in my opinion, based off the Baldrige criteria… we use [it] to run the business.”  

Respondent 15 described the company owner as “kind of [a] Baldrige nerd,” and 

Respondent 17, in describing the successful Baldrige Award applications and site visits 

of the past observed, “That comes from Dale.”  Obviously the senior leader being a 

“Baldrige nerd” has a significant impact on how the company is structured and run, and 

the small size of the organization allows for senior leaders to be highly visible to their 

workforce, something which may need to be adapted in application at larger companies. 
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 Respondent 19, the senior leader of the organization, is something of a legend in 

the Baldrige world, and his influence in directing the research organization guided by the 

tenets of the Baldrige Framework Criteria cannot be understated.  His interview was the 

final one, and in many ways this provided perspective through which this study was 

better able to parse earlier respondents’ comments, examining them in the context of the 

organizational leader tasked with engaging them as his workforce.  Respondent 19 stated 

at the outset that he approaches his organization from a “systems perspective,” and has 

aligned his workforce in such a way as to “get everybody in that position going forward, 

then [starting] execution.”  He continued to observe that “we weren’t supposed to win 

Baldrige, no way in the world we were supposed to win Baldrige… all we did what we 

were supposed to do is provide training, vision, mission, whatever… it makes you look at 

so many things at the organization.”  “Somebody told me I can fill out an application, 

they’re gonna send me a report for free… there’s gonna be three or four people read my 

application and give me a detail report and I’m not even gonna get charged – all I gotta 

do is not embarrass myself.”  Far from embarrassing himself, his organization has now 

won Baldrige twice at the national level and during the time period in which the 

interviews were conducted is in the process of applying for a third time.  This is part of 

the legacy he is passing on to his sons, one of whom was Respondent 3, who described 

starting “that conversation about eight months ago in the business excellence leadership 

team (BELT) meeting.”   

Biblical leadership. 

 The secondary theme of Biblical leadership emerged on the first day of interviews 

and again on the final day of interviews, appearing in five respondents’ (26%) comments, 
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three of whom are the family owners, so its inclusion, while perhaps unorthodox, does 

mark the leadership approach of the senior leadership of the research organization.  

Respondent 2 noted that the direction of the company “comes from the leader’s personal 

belief system; some he’s learned, some is just inherent in [his] value system.” The 

engagement interactions which will be discussed further in a later section also involve 

these principles as noted by Respondent 3 saying that at the frequent company-wide 

meals, senior leaders go over things: “We should be thankful for or grateful for and 

everyone’s done a really a really good job and everyone’s very deserving and we’ll have 

a quick prayer and then just break bread together.”  Respondent 18 said, “I don’t think 

we’d be here today if we didn’t have faith in the company and in ourselves; faith does 

play a huge roles in it, and I think everybody can see that out on the floor.”  Regarding 

the explicit connection of this leadership trait to the engagement with which this DIP is 

concerned, Respondent 19 commented, “You don’t never get people engaged until you 

get a relationship built [with them]… the best way to engage anybody with anything is 

communication and create a relationship that you feel like you have Biblical principles 

that you can have a communication, knowing that we’ll never be as good as Jesus Christ, 

but we can sure try.”  He continued to say, “The whole Bible is all about leadership… 

King David… years before he became king, so he had to do all this stuff, and he was 

patient with it; all you gotta do is read it and there’s gonna be a verse in there that’s 

gonna help you out.”  Respondent 19’s final comment in the interview, recalling advice 

he had received from his father, the founder of the company, “in the Bible there are 

many, many times about being humble, not being greedy; be good to your people, be 

good to your customers, and don’t be greedy.”   
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Engagement interactions. 

 The second primary theme that emerged during interviews was that of 

engagement interactions, including all interactions between the leadership and 

followership of the organization, between members of senior leadership and supervisors, 

and within the workforce itself below the leadership level.  For the purposes of this DIP, 

engagement interactions are considered to include both planned and ad hoc meetings, 

active endeavors on the part of the organization to engage its workforce, through 

incentive programs, activities, site atmosphere, and/or corporate culture creation.  The 

overall theme of engagement interactions appeared in eighteen interviews (95%), and 

contained the secondary themes of family (referring to the work atmosphere), the 

engagement team, meetings, and incentive programs.  Like hands-on leadership, many 

such engagement interactions involved senior leadership on the production floor 

communicating directly with their workforce, pro-actively approaching the open-door 

policy, and many respondents used communication and relationship language to describe 

these interactions. 

Respondent 14 observed of the senior leaders, “They’re really nice the way they talk to 

people… I like it because I feel like they see what I’m doing.”  “I can say working here is 

a unlike a lot of the other places that I’ve worked… it kind of motivates you… if other 

people probably had the experience I did I think they probably would be a lot happier… I 

hope to work here for a long time,” noted Respondent 15, who has also moved up in the 

company.  Growing within the company, a theme that will be dealt with more extensively 

in the section on cross-training, is a major facet of the organization’s success; Respondent 

18, a senior leader, said of their promotion philosophy, “I think there’s somebody back 
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there in the back that can do it, and just pay them a little bit more… if you get one good 

person, pay them a little bit more money… I think that’s more of a motivation… you are 

passionate about what they do here.”  Figure 2 in F shows the progression from 

respondent comments through open, axial, and selective coding procedures to emerge 

with the key theme and subthemes.  

Family. 

 The senior leader at the organization is the founder’s son; the founder’s two 

grandsons now also work alongside their father, and the family atmosphere and corporate 

culture was the most prevalent secondary theme of the engagement interactions that 

emerged during interviews.  Respondent 1 set the tone of the interviews that would 

follow: “This is a core, it’s a team, it’s a family, so everybody needs to be onboard and 

understand and then move forward… office doors are pretty open and anybody can talk 

to anybody… Dan, Ryan, Dale, they see you every day, every hour, every second – 

because we’re such a small company, we don’t have to wait – we can address it right 

there, right at that time.”  Again, communication was highlighted here as central to what 

makes the organization successful, along with the personal dedication of the workforce, 

as evidenced by Respondent 10: “I have a lot of stake in this company, and it’s important 

to me that it succeeds; I just think that’s another benefit and opportunity for me… I [am] 

getting the chance to teach [Dale’s] sons everything I know.”  “Being a family-owned 

business and being so personal, actually the CEO will walk out there and talk to 

individuals and let ‘em know what a great job they’re doing,” said Respondent 11, 

echoing Respondent 12 who commented, “I like how family-oriented it is… Mr. [owner] 

[is] just always out there, and he speaks to all employees – we’re all treated equal.”  
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Respondent 3, in speaking of following his father’s example stated, “My dad still comes 

in every day and the first thing he does when he gets here is he walks back in the back 

and says good morning to everyone… I know that’s something that when he does move 

on, I will for sure.”  In several interviews it became apparent that the family atmosphere 

extends outside the site as well; Respondent 6 said, “As far as personal life, there has 

been times that they helped me when I needed a little help on the side… they’re there for 

you, thick and thin I would like to say.”  “So basically Dale’s success, he shares it with 

all of us – he mentions us – it’s like a little family here… it’s really nice vibes that you 

get here,” said Respondent 7.  Respondent 8 added that “the way we do [things] here, it’s 

not as individuals – we do everything as a team… I like everything about this company 

because they do everything best for the employees – they focus on a lot of stuff.” 

Being a small, family-run business also presents some challenges and limitations 

to the research organization, inherently limited by its human resources.  Respondent 18 

gave a leadership perspective on this, giving insight into a difficulty of being small: “If 

we do have people that are out sick, or on vacation, they know that it hurts us if they’re 

not here, so one of us has to go and do our jobs plus theirs… I feel like most of the people 

back there do have a sense their job does matter.”  Concurrently, the small size of the 

company has created an intimacy in the workforce that this study observed throughout 

interviews, meetings, and factory floor observations.  “They talk about their performance 

as a team, and it’s not about them personally – they’re speaking of the company… 

demonstrating that they’re real connected and engaged and that they’re committed to the 

goals that had been put in place for them” said Respondent 2.  Respondent 4 noted 

something similar: “I think it has a lot to do with the size of corporation and assets as far 
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as personnel being able to expand their growth… you’ve seen the vast investment that 

Dale and the family has made as far as that mission statement, and the direction they’re 

going.”  Describing the environment, Respondent 9 who came up through the ranks of the 

organization over the course of a decade said, “You may be the top leader but you are 

approachable, it’s not no one here will have to feel underneath or undervalue or they 

make us feel that everybody have a voice in the matter, everybody, you know you’re part 

of the team, you’re of the family, or whatever – no big Is to little yous – so that, I think, 

opens up the environment to anyone.” 

Engagement team. 

 The engagement team, while a relatively recent innovation at the research 

organization, is certainly a popular one, appearing in seventeen interviews (89%); 

comprised of an entirely volunteer group with members from every department, they 

rotate on a quarterly basis.  Organized by members of the workforce with the 

collaboration and approval of the senior leaders, the engagement team focuses on 

proactively creating engagement opportunities such as catered meals, holiday activities, 

and implementing the suggestion box items, as well as employee recognition.  

Respondent 9 created the engagement team in response to a call for more communication 

between departments, “process improvement, production, a new product line… all the 

way down to what you want to eat for the next company lunch.”  Respondent 9 went on 

to say that “each employee for their idea or suggestion [is] recognized in some kind of 

way, with a thank you, whether we are able to implement that suggestion or not... just 

kind of give everybody an opportunity to give some voice about what was going on 

around the company… just for people to feel a part.”  The team was established in 2017 
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as a response to lower than usual results on an employee survey, and it has generated 

improvements; Respondent 6, who volunteers on the team, stated its purpose directly: 

“We try and do stuff to keep each employee active and in the know.”  Respondent 3 

described the activities as intended to “just shake up the normal workday flow…we’re 

with each other quite a bit, so we just get to know one another a little more – get to see 

the fun side of people and that life is more than just making [product].”  Respondent 2 

emphasized that the engagement team’s activities are data-driven, working in a 

systematic way to “identify ways to maintain a high level of engagement.”  Describing an 

unusually large order that had to be completed in a rush and which required 

interdepartmental collaboration, Respondent 13 told this study how the engagement team 

decided to buy breakfast burritos for everyone to “keep that morale up.” 

Meetings. 

 The author sat in on a total of four meetings at the research organization and 

observed that they are systematic, intentional, and conducted quickly and with precision. 

Because the organization is a for-profit manufacturer, no time that could be profitably put 

toward production is wasted on meeting for meeting’s sake, and by extension, when 

meetings are held in which supervisors or the entire workforce is pulled from the 

production floor, those in attendance are told both that their time is valuable and that the 

information about to be imparted to them is worth their time and pausing production.  In 

addition to the informal, ad hoc meetings that take place daily due to the open working 

atmosphere of the research organization, there are three distinct meetings that occur at 

regular intervals.  There are the daily supervisors’ meeting, the monthly all-hands 

meeting, and the quarterly business excellence leadership team (BELT) meeting.  
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Respondent 2 said, “There’s a process of sharing information about intent to be very 

transparent here, and the process of sharing it usually is meetings,” and this transparency 

will be discussed as a theme unto itself later in this chapter. 

 The “all-hands” meeting was mentioned by seventeen respondents (89%), and is 

the research organization’s monthly meeting, usually held on the first Monday or 

Tuesday of each month, and as the name implies has every single member of the 

workforce present.  The author attended both the November 2018 all-hands meeting at 

1015 and the supervisors’ meeting at 0830 on his last day of on-site research; both were 

driven by data from the dashboard that is present in every meeting room, open space, and 

on the production floor, about which more will be said in the section on transparency.  At 

the start of the all-hands meeting, Dale greeted everyone by name and with personal 

questions about them, and began by honoring a Navy veteran who now works on the 

production floor, projecting active duty photos of him alongside a photo from a recent 

engagement team activity.  October of 2018 had been a record month for shipping, with 

668 orders, and it was mentioned that this work includes orders from several competitors 

now outsourcing their work to the research organization.  Full financials were presented 

to the workforce, showing a target of 6.2 million dollars in sales, with 5.6 million in sales 

at the time of the meeting, an increase of 22% from the previous year.  Mention was 

made of Respondent 3 being in Abu Dhabi to explore the international market as possible 

for expansion, and 40% of current business comes from the oil and gas industry.  A large 

customer survey had just been completed, and the segmented data that resulted from this 

would be used to drive strategic planning and future engagement interactions.  Dale then 

presented an update on travels and trade shows, introduced new technology, and 
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explained how it would impact each department and their production capability and 

capacity.  The author was permitted to present his initial findings and demographics that 

were near to final, as 17 interviews had been conducted at the time of the meeting, 

representing 46% of the total workforce, and two further and final interviews would be 

completed later that day.  The information was well-received, and questions were 

answered both about this study’s research and about the impact of Baldrige in the 

organization and industry, presenting a focus group that agreed this study’s finding were 

indeed indicative of their engagement experiences under the senior leadership at the 

research organization.  Dale closed the meeting by discontinuing the Star incentive 

program that will discussed in the next section, stating that new goals were needed and 

would be incorporated with succession planning and other strategic initiatives; this was 

surprisingly well-received by the workforce, who rather than anger, expressed 

appreciation for his continued transparency. 

 “We talk a lot about the results that we’ve had the previous month… I would 

think a lot of that comes up in there, or we’re out on the floor communicating it most of 

the time anyway,” said Respondent 10, referring to the all-hands meeting.  Respondent 15 

specifically identified the all-hands meeting as the one at which it would be announced, 

“We’re trying something new,” frequently something that has been previously planned 

and discussed at the supervisors’ meeting.  Speaking about why he established the all-

hands meeting Respondent 19 said, “How many people would shut down for 45 minutes 

just to do all that stuff?  I know what it costs us every hour here… but here’s the deal: 

you get them in there, they get to sit there, and a lot of these people view your set process 

and say, I can’t believe that they’re sharing all this stuff with me.”  Respondent 2 noted 
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the all-hands meeting is the one that “emphasizes the values, the priorities, the 

direction… by using this process of defining the action plan and reviewing it 

systematically every month… in front of your peers and top leaders so that kind of 

creates some accountability.”  Comparing the research organization to past employers, 

Respondent 7 noted, “I like those kind of meetings because like I said at my previous job 

it wasn’t like that… they describe and explain everything that they’re doing.”    “That 

group meeting is very valuable, because we go over so much high level information with 

everyone… if we get complaints or nothing but positive stuff, we’ll share all of that with 

the entire team too,” said Respondent 3.   

 The author sat in three of the ten-minute daily supervisors’ meetings that are held 

at 0830, the first of which he attended on the 22nd of October 2018, and at which it was 

noted that the group had recently been condensed from sixteen supervisors down to eight, 

plus Ryan and Dan, the two third generation family owners.  This was because some of 

the supervisors were either the sole employee of their department, or may have had a 

single direct report, and so both were subsumed under a more senior supervisor.  Because 

this was a new approach, it was dealt with transparently by explaining that this would 

help to better define roles that in turn would lead to new expectations as part of annual 

performance reviews.  Further, this would enable the organization to develop a new 

organizational chart, largely for use in the Baldrige application, but also to improve their 

“reporting flow” into teams – leadership, planning, and shop (production).  Respondent 

10 made frequent references during the meeting to assisting others, and utilizing work 

teams within the shop to expedite orders near their due date, keeping more eyes on 

orders, and on monitoring and supplying resources.  The author observed the senior 
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leaders encouraging the supervisors to speak up during the meeting and actively engaging 

in two-way communication to set the standard and flow of the meeting, which was over 

reasonably quickly considering the amount of information covered.  There was a 

forward-facing focus to the meeting with no references made to past performances and 

heavy use of the dashboard for communicating organizational priorities.  Respondent 3 

noted that three new corporate customers had been gained since 2014 through Instagram 

postings and that other social media applications were bringing both business and 

recognition to the organization.  The meetings held at the organization have been 

intentionally designed to avoid redundancy and save time: “The vision and mission is set 

through our BELT team meeting, and then that is communicated down between the 

supervisors, usually in the morning meeting, and then that’s communicated down to the 

employees in the back,” said Respondent 15.  The “meeting goes over the day-to-day 

operations but kind of looking at a week-long view… after the supervisors’ meeting each 

of those production leaders to their little team and they huddle… communicate 

priorities,” added Respondent 2.  Respondent 8, a supervisor, said, “Then it’s up to us to 

communicate with the other team members to let them know what’s coming…most 

supervisors get here fifteen minutes early… in this facility there’s always something 

different and new here.”  Respondent 10 offered an example of the sort of data-driven 

decisions made in the supervisors’ meeting: “ I think it was last year we was low on 

communication – we just finished our employee survey so we are not working on a new 

program to change up the supervisors’ meetings so that we can get better engagement out 

of them along with the employers back there that they work with.” 
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 The last of the structured meetings held at the research organization, which 

unfortunately this study was unable to attend but heard about in eleven interviews (58%), 

is that of the business excellence leadership team (BELT).  Respondent 1 said the BELT 

members “refresh the data every day, and then we talk about it in the group meetings or 

even on the BELT meeting, or any meeting that is pertaining to those kinds of 

objectives… here’s our action plan, and then we deploy it, and then we come back next 

meeting and talk about what are some of the challenges, difficulties, and how can we 

resolve and help?”  Respondent 11 added that “we really figure out what it is – the 

direction that we’re going, and we set goals based off of our strategic planning, and then 

we do our SWOT analysis – our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.”  

Respondent 16 was quick to point out regarding the BELT team: “I wouldn’t call us all 

supervisors since I don’t supervise any people myself – it’s a representative group of the 

whole company, basically,” to which Respondent 18 added that “all of us are real close.”  

This collaborative approach is largely set by the CEO, who stated, “I think one thing 

you’ve seen right here is that I don’t particularly care for a leader that just makes all the 

decisions – I think the leader should make the final decision, but not all the decisions.”  

Respondent 2 described the BELT as having “intentional discussions about how the 

workforce is engaged, and they explore if they’ve seen some action or lack of action and 

they think doesn’t demonstrate engagement they explore that in their meetings.”  “For 

example, we’re applying for Baldrige again so we started that conversation about eight 

months ago in the BELT… we’ll ask some pretty specific questions about what the BELT 

came up with that we think the direction should go, then we will ask the workforce and 

our customers to see if they see benefit in this or agree with it, noted Respondent 3. 
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Incentive programs. 

 As mentioned above in the section about the all-hands meeting, the research 

organization put a halt to their current incentive program, the star program, on the final 

day of on-site research, pending the creation of new goals and parameters.  Respondent 1 

described it as “each quarter basically we have a criteria [sic] to meet, like on-time 

delivery goal, nonconformance goal, and then we sit down as a quarterly evaluation… if 

all three nonconformances, on-times, and sales meet the goal, then company will allocate 

certain percentage of the money and then distribute it across the employees.”  Respondent 

11 described the incentive programs as “a key driver that’s gonna drive a person to make 

sure that they do the best quality work and meet those targets… without [them] you’ll not 

be able to see your objectives and your targets being met as quick and as easy as you 

would if you didn’t have any incentive programs.”  Respondent 16 was quick to point out 

that “you have to meet your goals – you have to earn it,” which was followed by 

Respondent 18 who said, everybody always wants more money, I really don’t think that’s 

a way to motivate people.”  Speaking just after the all-hands meeting at which he 

discontinued the star program, Respondent 19 said, “My job down here is to allocate the 

expenses the very best I can… I told them that we’re still going good [sic], so I blamed it 

on me that I gave them something that was not maybe thoroughly correct but it was not 

giving the company the best benefit.”  Earlier in the on-site research Respondent 3 had 

commented “our dashboard, so there’s eight metrics on there, it’s five of those metrics go 

into the star program… it’s the accountability deal… it is money-based, but it is 

definitely a way that motivated everyone.”  This is important, noted Respondent 4, 

because “engagement’s always probably going to be an issue because of the 
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socioeconomic status of the workers,” which was supported by Respondent 6’s comment 

that it “makes us pay attention more and wanna put effort into it as if when we’re not 

being recognized you kinda slack a little bit.”  There is also an incentive to proactively 

contribute to process improvement through the suggestion box the engagement team has 

organized and implemented, always public recognition during the all-hands meeting, but 

also usually a “gift card of free lunch and then something… let’s give a hand to 

Employee A who made a suggestion to help us improve,” said Respondent 1.  

Respondent 15 offered another perspective: “With being a small business, if you give 

them a two dollar bump in pay or whatever dollar pay increase you give them, they 

ultimately have to equate that to more responsibility – maybe that person doesn’t want 

that responsibility – may they just want two dollars and they want to continue punching 

holes; we can’t do that.”   

Cross training. 

 The third primary theme is that of cross training, which appeared in interviews 

with seventeen respondents (89%), and can be partially explained by the relatively small 

size of the organization, as noted by Respondent 1, “because [organization] is such as 

small company and so everybody does everything most of the time.”  Cross training 

begins as soon as possible after initial organizational onboarding as noted by Respondent 

10, “after that employee has learned or feel comfortable or we think that they’re 

comfortable enough to move them around, then they are utilized in other areas.”  

Respondent 10 continued by saying “We look at people not as not being able to do a 

particular job; we look at them as maybe we put them in the wrong spot… they may not 

succeed as well in one area but they may really be successful in another.”  Cross training 
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also enables the small organization to shift its human resources with agility; as noted by 

Respondent 12, “Sometimes if one department gets slow, we’ll move someone else 

somewhere else, and they’re kind of learning as they’re doing but maybe not realizing it 

so much.”  Respondent 13, the most recent hire interviewed, has already experienced 

cross training, “like in press and shipping – I can go back there and I can help them at 

least print the parts a certain way, or punch holes in a part.”  Respondent 14 expressed a 

similar preparedness and willingness to help: “For example, they need help on the back, I 

can go help on the back; I can go help shipping because I have been trained for shipping, 

or I can help screen because I’ve worked in here.”  Looking at the theme from a 

supervisory perspective, Respondent 15 noted, “They do a real good job of moving 

around pieces where they need to be moved for the production for the day, dashboard… 

that’s the hardest thing here because sometimes we’re under tight deadlines and they’ll 

do their best to shuffle people.”  Respondent 16 said, “I think we could probably live with 

a little more cross training… we try to cross train out here – I mean, my attitude’s always 

been the more you learn the better man you are.”  This view was held up as well by 

Respondent 2, who noted, “there’s kind of a culture or philosophy that it’s the whole 

team is successful not any one department… where they begin to intentionally put a new 

person for part of their day; a person wanting to learn a new skill or be mentored.” Figure 

3 in F shows the progression from respondent comments through open, axial, and 

selective coding procedures to emerge with the key theme and subthemes. 

Promotion from within. 

 Promotion from within appeared in eighteen interviews (95%) and eleven (58%) 

members of the workforce interviewed had been promoted from within the company, 
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working their way up through cross training, personal initiative, and the support of senior 

leadership.  This may seem unusually high even for a small company, but nearly all 

respondents indicated that not only was this true across the entire organization, but that 

many of the more recent hires were told of opportunities for promotion from within.  “For 

instance, we have someone on the floor now that was brought in to hopefully take over 

our shipping at some point,” said Respondent 10, to which Respondent 11 added, “I 

know there’s several younger employees that now have become supervisors.”  

Respondent 11, who began as a silk screener twenty-seven years ago and now heads a 

department, continued to say, “The opportunity is there for individuals who really want to 

move up and become a leader… the company’s really enabled them to do that and it’s 

really successful.”  Despite the generally high turnover in the manufacturing industry 

(Moon et al., 2018), Respondent 15 noted that in his experience at the organization, “This 

can be an actual career rather than just a job… I think the more you can teach somebody 

especially here, the more they can motivate somebody to want to learn something I think 

would be the best.”  Respondent 16, who has had a long tenure in the same position, 

observed, “Most of the people out here, the supervisors were operators – they’re self-

promoted – I mean, very rarely do they hire somebody in from the outside for a 

supervisor position; it’s always been somebody out of the rank inside.”  Respondent 9 

“started all the way from the bottom… they just gave me the opportunities to learn as 

much as I could… thirteen years ago, didn’t have any experience; thirteen years later, 

doing all the accounting for the company – just a big kudos to [the organization] for 

giving opportunities to little old regular people, you know.” 
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Succession planning. 

 Succession planning as a Baldrige priority appears in both category item 1.1c(1) – 

senior leadership – mission and organizational performance – creating an environment 

for success, and category item 5.2b(3) – workforce engagement – workforce and leader 

development – career progression.  Succession planning was specifically mentioned in 

fourteen interviews (74%), and many of these were reminiscent of when the founder of 

the company passed it to Dale, and speculative as to how in the next few years Dale will 

begin to transition the business to his sons, but many also referred to specific departments 

and programs that will be passed along to the next generation of the workforce.  

Respondent 10, “told his son that most third generation businesses fail because either the 

owners pull out too soon, but I told him I’d ride this thing as long as they would let me, 

so I didn’t want them ever to fail – I have a lot of stake in this company, and it’s 

important to me that it succeeds.”  Respondent 11 added, “We have two young gentlemen 

in the family that are coming to be groomed with the business too, so they’re eager to 

learn and make a difference; I mean it just makes it easier for everyone if everyone is 

engaged.”  Asked how the third generation owners were transitioning into their new 

roles, Respondent 12 said, “They’re picking up very well – I can tell just with the voice 

that they’re going in the direction that their father is leading them into, ‘cause they’re 

both out there working – out there all the time, [helping] in every department.”  

Respondent 10, one of the third generation owners, noted, “It’s the same thing with Dad 

and Granddad.  I think faith does play a large role in it, and I think everybody can see that 

out on the floor – I don’t think we’d be here today if we didn’t have faith in the company 

and in ourselves.”  Respondent 19, the second generation owner, said, “The older 
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generation down here, they saw me transition from my dad to me… now what we’re 

trying to do is make this transition as smooth as possible – a change of the guard.” 

 Succession planning at the research organization extends beyond considerations 

of company ownership, and even of senior leadership; Respondent 4, who is retiring 

shortly, noted, “We’re going to share that wealth of information over the coming months 

and years with whoever they use to replace me – I’ve offered to come back in and just 

give them a hands-on training with the machinery or whatever needs to happen.”  

Respondent 8, a supervisor brought into his present role by his successor, said, “When an 

open opportunity happens if anybody’s in my department let them know, would you be 

willing to take this more responsibility?  They’ll tell me yes – that’s how it goes.”  

Respondent 13, who is shadowing the senior leader to whom she directly reports, 

described it as an “incentive that if she can do all this, then I can… they’re teaching me, 

so eventually, very, very, very long, I can maybe take over.”  Respondent 17, who 

underwent a layoff, rejoined the company, received a company-funded college education, 

and is now a member of the leadership, said, “It jumps us again to get to the next level 

and moving on to great things, not just for the company, but for ourselves.”  Respondent 

2 described the process as, “for the succession planning, there’s a few key leaders that are 

identified and they have some specific actions that they need to do to begin to develop 

experience and the knowledge to be in those succession future roles… it’s kind of 

informal but it is actually documented and tracked well.”   

Continuing education. 

 While a college degree is not required for many of the roles at the research 

organization, continuing education is required for most, especially those for which 
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certifications and accreditations are requisite.  Respondent 10 said, “We have sent several 

people to college to take courses… if anyone back there right now I felt like wanted to go 

to college to learn something that would help them either personally or here at 

[organization], I think Dale would pay the tuition.”  Describing the organization 

philosophy on continuing education, Respondent 17 observed that they try “not to replace 

people, but even help them to get better, because they’re not going out there and hiring a 

new person to come and run, they want somebody else from the company to run it.”  

Much of the continuing education can be accomplished entirely in-house: “They have 

some plans and they begin by either sending them to training, developing experiences by 

mentoring or shadowing someone, and they look at it as a knowledge and experience 

level thinking, not just a formal class but some of it is experience,” said Respondent 2.  

Respondent 9, whose education was paid for by the organization, described it as “they 

just gave me the opportunities to learn as much as I could… I’ve been sent out to 

continuing education classes and been afforded opportunity after opportunity… and I’ve 

been sold ever since, you know I’m just really all about [organization].”A significant 

portion of the continuing opportunities are brought in house by the senior leadership; 

Respondent 3 gave the example of Baldrige training by QTF, and Respondent 5 recalled 

trainers coming in to help supervisors to improve interdepartmental communication. 

Innovation. 

 The Baldrige (2017) Framework Criteria emphasizes innovation as part of senior 

leadership’s responsibility to create an environment for success and “includes both 

technological and organizational innovation to help the organization succeed in the 

future” and “includes taking intelligent risks and implementing innovations and ongoing 
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improvements in performance and productivity” (p. 8).  Innovation at the research 

organization is not restricted to senior leadership, noted Respondent 10: “we really 

encourage that, because it’s not just management that has all the good ideas, it’s the 

people on the floor that really have the answers for you.”  “With the suggestion box if an 

operator figures out a better way to do things, and it truly is a better way to do it, then we 

have to go back and rewrite the procedures… there’s always some improvement could be 

made, something better,” said Respondent 16.  Despite a family tradition, the owners are 

accepting of change and innovation, and actively encourage both, said Respondent 15, “if 

you can figure out a way to better do something, just because we’ve been doing it the 

same way for fifty years doesn’t mean you can’t change something to make it go a little 

smoother for everybody else.”  Respondent 17 said the senior leadership shows their 

dedication to innovation by “invest[ing] in the company, that’s what I see – we want to 

get better, they buy new equipment and if you ask to go get outside education, they help 

you,” and describing the workforce, “they’re more receptive, they’re more comfortable 

with the change.”  This sentiment was echoed by Respondent 5 who noted, “They’re 

buying all this new equipment to help us with production – they want to get more 

technological, more innovative with new equipment, new processes – make it easier on 

the employee.”  Respondent 8 shared similar sentiments: “We got all the state-of-the-art 

stuff now – they get everybody’s input in there… in this facility there’s always something 

new and different here,” to which Respondent 9 added, “The leadership here is open to if 

anybody have a suggestion or idea that could possibly benefit then we’ll do that.” 

 One remarkable innovation is the iScrubber® that was invented by members of 

the workforce, patented by them in conjunction with the organization, and has 
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revolutionized not only their approach to doing business, but also the way the workforce 

has come to view their work at the organization.  This technology replaced “an old 

process, an antiquated way of doing it without the machine, which required a lot of 

manual labor, a lot of PPE and a lot of exposure to high-DLC chemicals,” said 

Respondent 11 who helped to develop it.  Respondent 11 went on to say that “it’s the 

only one in the world it took four years to build it… three different types of engineers… I 

get chills when I think about it– I can’t believe it works as well as it does.”  The 

technological innovations have led to increased workforce engagement also: “I actually 

get to make stuff – I get to use fun machines to make stuff – that’s what I look forward to 

every day… I get to have fun at my job, I get to experiment,” said Respondent 15.  While 

some of the new technology is radically changing the work lives of some members of the 

workforce, e.g., Respondent 4, who is retiring as the machinist because their job is 

largely being replaced by laser cutting, others are learning new skill sets in response to 

the innovative technology.  Respondent 7 said the organization “got some new lasers, so 

they’re getting a third one;” Respondent 6 responded favorably to this, and noted, “I think 

I’ve been more engaged since we got the new cutter – just a cool machine and I like 

learning new stuff, I like tinkering with it.”  The process is collaborative and centers 

around communication between organizational leaders and members of the workforce, as 

described by Respondent 10: “We researched an automated machine, we got with the 

employee and we talked to them about it; they thought it was a good idea, so we reach 

out and found the machine, brought it in, and we’re now training on it.” 
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Transparency. 

 Baldrige utilizes leadership behaviors that are aligned with the Framework 

Criteria’s eleven core values and concepts, among which are visionary leadership, and 

ethics and transparency, defined as leading “with transparency through open 

communication of clear and accurate information”(Hertz, 2015).  Visionary leadership 

and ethics and transparency were also recommended by Folkman (2010) as leadership 

behaviors that drive workforce engagement; as practiced at the research organization, 

these concepts are actively engaged in by senior leadership, and interviews with the 

workforce showed this standard to be what they have come to expect.  Like the principles 

and precepts of the Baldrige Framework Criteria, transparency is so deeply imbedded and 

imbued in the corporate culture of the research organization as to be almost taken for 

granted by both its leadership and workforce.  Secondary themes of transparency 

appeared in every interview, but transparency as a primary theme was specifically 

mentioned in twelve interviews (63%).  Respondent 14 said, “I really like it – they 

communicate everything like what they spend and everything – really open,” to which 

Respondent 12 added, “I think it’s awesome that they’re very transparent.”  As 

Respondent 18 noted, transparency at the organization extends beyond “the dollar value 

stuff… not just their Monday through Friday stuff, it helps them commit kind of to the 

long term deal.”  Transparency has also impacted the way the organization addresses 

competition; “We give a lot of tours here – we got one going on now where even our 

competitors that come down here to see how we do things environmentally ‘cause we do 

a lot of stuff, especially here now that we built a new building and we could actually do 

the things we wanted to that a lot of companies, they don’t get into.”  The positive impact 
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on the workforce was very clear during the interviews as well as the observations, 

respondents were quick to praise senior leaders for open sharing of information, and their 

reaction to information being shared so openly with them during meetings and floor 

interactions was one of genuine appreciation and value.  “It makes you feel more secure 

when [they] tell you the truth… to me, it makes me feel safe – makes me feel like I’ll also 

have a job tomorrow,” said Respondent 8.   

 The transparency at the research organization is necessarily driven from the top 

down, as Respondent 19 described: “People want to know what’s going on; they want to 

be a part of it, but here’s the deal.  You get them in there, they go sit there, and a lot of 

these people view your set process and say, “I can’t believe they’re sharing all this stuff 

with me,” and we didn’t have to share that, but they want to be loved, they want to be 

recognized, they want to be part of something, they want to be treated fairly.”  

Respondent 2 noted, “I think the belief seems to be that the environment is created by 

open transparency, sharing information, and the use of data to drive all the decisions 

throughout the day.”  Describing the way transparency is approached at the organization 

Respondent 9 said, “It don’t seem [sic] like they hold anything back from us, and let 

everybody know what’s going on, what direction [the organization] is trying to take, at 

any given moment.”  Much of this transparency amounts to following through on 

promises made by the leadership to the workforce; “doing what they say, like if they said 

we’re going to get new machines to make our work better, they do it – there’s proof out 

there – two new lasers out there.”  Respondent 3 put it in the most direct terms, observing 

that “we just don’t hold back anything from our team… we’ll compile that data and we 

won’t hold any of it back – we’ll show all of that to the group, to the whole team… but 
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we’ll share that with the entire team so they know where we stand.” Figure 4 in F shows 

the progression from respondent comments through open, axial, and selective coding 

procedures to emerge with the key theme and subthemes. 

 No unfavorable statements were made by respondents at any level regarding the 

Baldrige Framework Criteria in general, nor about its application at the research 

organization.  Nearly the entire workforce with the exception of the most recent hires has 

experienced Baldrige to some extent, primarily through the senior leadership imparting 

principles during meetings.  Most of the workforce has been at the research organization 

long enough to experience a Baldrige Award application and the subsequent site visit.  

While many organizational leaders dread the site visit as holding the potential to be found 

not walking the talk, the senior organizational leader said he welcomes the examiners and 

genuinely appreciates their feedback report contents.  The opportunities for improvement, 

called OFIs in Baldrige-speak, are exactly that, and past OFIs have been incorporated 

into present practice.  An impressive instance of this was the ability to engage a 

workforce carrying out a comparably wide variety of jobs at greatly varying levels of 

skill and precision.  Highly educated individuals carrying out precise work on computers 

and manufacturing equipment reported similarly high levels of engagement to workers 

performing what might appear to be mundane and repetitive tasks.  The author found a 

workforce that appeared to be legitimately engaged by its work certainly but first and 

foremost by the efforts and practices carried out by the organizational leadership focused 

on engagement.  
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Mission, vision, values, and goals. 

 Setting the organizational mission, vision, values, and goals (MVVG) by the 

senior leadership is the very first category item of the Baldrige Framework Criteria, as 

presented in category item 1.1a(1) with the important note that “leaders’ personal actions 

reflect a commitment to those values” (Baldrige, 2017, p. 7).  Respondent 10 said, “We 

don’t have a quality department; from the minute we hire someone, we start teaching 

them quality and the values of the company – I think that really helps an individual out 

there be able to monitor their own work and be their own quality manager.”  Similar 

sentiments were expressed by Respondent 11: “Here, we’ve learned to transition from the 

micromanagement into basically you know what your responsibility is and you just go 

ahead and take care of it… we set goals based off of our strategic planning – it extremely 

impacts the workforce because now you’re working in a cleaner, healthier, more 

conscious environment of okay, the company cares about the employee, cares about their 

health.”  To hear the senior organizational leader (Respondent 19) speak about it, “Darn 

it, I believe I set the vision well – part of my leadership style is I think my main job as the 

leader is to create what I think is the vision and the mission – persistency and 

consistency.”  He continued to say that “I try to be as focused as I can, very committed; I 

think also to a point long-term, if they see that I’m in this thing for the best interests of 

everything and everybody, nothing is really short-term.”  This was reflected in this 

study’s observations of day-to-day operations, as well as in several interviews, for 

example with Respondent 2, who said, “There’s an expectation that is modeled by the 

senior leaders like the CEO to operate every day and every activity based on that 

foundational value system, that we need to meet the customer needs and have high 
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quality, defect-free production.”  Respondent 2 went on to say that the “leaders’ 

commitment to engaging people, to high performance, to innovation, to just valuing 

people, all comes from the leader’s personal belief system… his influence is the real 

reason why this company has such a strong culture about those things.”   

Dashboard. 

 Baldrige Framework Criteria category item 5.2a(4) – workforce engagement – 

performance management asks organizations, “how does your performance management 

system support high performance and workforce engagement?” (Baldrige, 2017, p. 21).  

Walking through the front offices, hallways, and production floor of the research 

organization this study noted that in every area of the site one is never far from one of the 

production dashboards that assure data-driven decision-making in every aspect of the 

company.  Updating in real time with every document associated with every order, 

including schematics, contracts and contacts, production costs, materials, and deadlines, 

the computer dashboards (actually huge widescreen monitors) are at the heart of the 

transparency of the company and keep it running ahead of production with every 

department connected.  This is not a tool merely for senior leaders to carry out 

accountability/ productivity checks on the workforce; every single member of the 

workforce has access to it in large format as previously explained as well as at every 

desktop throughout the site.  That is to say that any member of production can see at a 

glance what the job in question costs the company to produce, how much the profit will 

be, what the materials required are, when the finished product is due into each stage of 

production and shipping, and a host of other details.  In addition to providing the raw data 

on everything from the production agreement to technical specifications, Respondent 1 
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said, “Depending on how they categorize it, it goes down production efficiency, 

efficiency measurements… we also provide it on the intranet so people can read.”  As 

described by Respondent 11, “The dashboard is a visual for them to see okay, this is 

where we’re at – how close are we to meeting our targets on a day-to-day, month-to-

month, quarterly basis?  So wherever you go in the facility, you’ll always have that visual 

of the dashboard.”  The dashboard also facilitates cross training and interdepartmental 

communication, as explained by Respondent 13: “I’m constantly looking and seeing 

what’s going on, and then I’ll go back to my desk and I’ll be like, okay who needs help?  

And if I’m not busy I’ll definitely go back there – because I can sign into the dashboard 

and see exactly where.”  Now the dashboard is part of the regular work process at the 

organization. “It’s just kind of one of those protocol things that you actually keep doing,” 

said Respondent 15, to which Respondent 17 added, “We tell them don’t just look at your 

department – look what’s ahead and what’s coming your way and plan accordingly.”  In 

this way the dashboard has allowed the organization to accurately determine their 

capability and capacity, and, as Respondent 8 described it, “If we’re ahead, everybody’s 

ahead – that gives everybody lead time to work on what’s due.”  The dashboards show 

the key performance indicators (KPIs) for each department and utilize a stoplight system 

to see which are ahead and which are behind with links to display daily data to support 

each, showing, as Respondent 2 described it, “where things are and also the visual look of 

what’s stacking up then they become accountable because everyone’s looking and 

someone comes to help them.” 
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Financial transparency. 

 Respondent 2 set the tone for this portion of the interview, saying, “It’s a 

flourishing culture that keeps happening here, so it’s pretty exciting to see that and 

especially in a small company that isn’t as worried about the bottom line as they are 

about the quality and the people, but yet in doing that the bottom line in very strong so 

it’s kind of nice to see that.”  Respondent 8 described the financial transparency as it 

comes up in group meetings, and said that the CEO will “let us know financially what’s 

going on… what’s really going on – he really don’t hold nothing back; he lets you know 

from A to Z – he don’t skip no letters – A to Z this is what happened.”  Respondent 8 

went on to say, “He’s a very, very honest person – some CEOs are not like that, they’d 

rather just lie to you to make you feel safe, but Dale will tell you to, like he says, straight 

out of the horse’s mouth.”  “The departments know how we are doing on sales and in 

billing and yeah, it’s just pretty transparent how we did for the last quarter as a whole,” 

said Respondent 9.  Respondent 3 said, “We’ll share that with the entire team so they 

know where we stand… we’ll go over gross profit and we’ll go over net profit for this 

past month.”  In conversations with the CEO he explained that while the build of his 

workforce may not know how to read a balance sheet, they appreciate the fact that he is 

willing to share it with them, that this remarkable level of financial transparency carries 

with it no drawbacks, no opportunities for misuse of information, but only benefits. 

Analysis and Synthesis of Findings 

 The findings were in line with the research question and support this study’s 

theory that leaders who base their leadership on Baldrige criteria have a significant 

positive impact on workforce engagement within their organizations.  Hands-on 
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leadership with senior leaders working alongside their workforce and an open-door 

policy of communication between senior organizational leaders and the workforce have 

been shown to increase engagement, with Baldrige principles and Biblical leadership 

having a smaller but still important role.  Engagement interactions likewise supported this 

study’s theory; meetings are segmented by the appropriate participants, are approached 

intentionally, and are productive as a matter of necessity in a for-profit manufacturing 

environment.  The family approach and atmosphere of the organization is actively and 

enthusiastically cultivated by its owners and senior leaders, promoted by the engagement 

team, and bolstered by the open-door communication, approachability, and transparency 

of the leadership team.  While the incentive program that had been extant at the 

beginning of research was placed on hold on the final day of research, the leaders’ 

communication with the workforce made this an opportunity for new goals to be put in 

place rather than a letdown or a punitive measure.  Cross training throughout the 

organization at all levels of the workforce to include its senior leadership increases 

workforce engagement because senior leaders are doing the same jobs as new hires, 

working alongside their followers to get orders completed and shipped.  The 

organization’s approach to succession planning aligns with Baldrige best practices and 

incorporates a combination of leadership-supported continuing education and promotion 

from within through gradual increases in responsibility and leadership opportunities. 

Communication ran as a leitmotif through all four primary themes as well as the majority 

of the secondary themes, highlighting the importance not only of transparency in 

communication but also intentional meetings and engagement interactions and 

encouraging innovation openly with organizational mission, vision, values, and goals 
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always at the center of communications.  Taken together, these factors to support an 

evidence-based theory that Baldrige-based leadership has a significant positive impact on 

workforce engagement, certainly at the research organization, but with significant 

indicators that similar practices could be profitably employed at organizations of much 

larger size across a varied array of industries, to include healthcare, education, and non-

profit., as well as within other, larger manufacturers. 

Summary 

 This chapter presented data collection, coding, analytical procedures, and 

resulting data from this study’s research conducted on site at a small for-profit 

manufacturer in Texas.  The following research question primarily guided this 

phenomenological qualitative study: 

 Do leaders who base their leadership on Baldrige criteria impact workforce 

engagement within their organizations? 

To produce this data, nineteen interviews were conducted, four scheduled 

meetings at the organization were attended, factory floor operations were observed, and 

the organization’s Baldrige Award-winning applications and site visit examiner feedback 

reports were reviewed.  Four key themes were identified with twelve secondary themes 

and five tertiary themes, representing recurrent ideas that emerged during interviews, 

observations, and document review.  Quotes from interview respondents and citations 

from feedback reports were presented to support each of the emergent themes, and 

relevant citations from academic and professional literature were presented for additional 

support.  Having spent a significant amount of time at the research organization, speaking 

with its senior leaders, the production workforce, and supervisors, from new hires to 
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employees with four-decade tenures, the author is confident in stating the empirical 

support for Baldrige-based leadership having a significant positive impact on workforce 

development.  The themes that emerged from the four components of the proposed 

solution that will be presented in the next chapter and which comprise a meaningful way 

in which an organization could experiment with Baldrige and leaders could positively 

influence workforce engagement through their approach to leadership. 
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FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

 This chapter will discuss the evidence-based solution to the problem of workforce 

engagement, based on phenomenological qualitative research conducted at a small for-

profit manufacturer in Texas.  The recommendations will provide important information 

to leaders seeking to improve their workforce engagement, begin integrating the Baldrige 

Framework Criteria into their organizations, and those interested in modifying their 

leadership style for optimal organizational excellence.  The study’s aim statement 

presented below will be addressed by the proposed solution, and implications for 

implementation within organizations will be presented.  Discussion of practical 

implications, as well as those for further research and leadership will follow, as well as 

final conclusions based on this study’s research and reflection on the process of the DIP. 

Purpose of the Study 

 The purpose of this phenomenological qualitative study was to explore the impact 

of Baldrige-based organizational leadership on workforce engagement at a small, for-

profit specialty manufacturing firm in Texas.   

Aim of the Study 

The aim of this study was to design/create an evidence-based solution to the 

identified problem of how Baldrige-based leadership impacts workforce engagement.  

This study found the solution took the form of best practices derived from a 

phenomenological quality study of a Baldrige Award-winning organization that can now 

be introduced by leaders in other organizations and industries to improve engagement 

within their workforce. 
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Proposed Solution 
 

This study’s proposed solution to the aim of the study is in the form of a set of 

recommendations of best practices that could be taken from the research organization and 

applied at other organizations seeking to improve workforce engagement and/or begin 

incorporating Baldrige into their business practices.  Wilson (2019) noted how little 

information is available for workforce engagement in manufacturing because most of the 

research has been completed in other fields, a point also made by Ababneh and Macky 

(2015).  Gallup (2017) referring to American industry noted only that the workforce “in 

manufacturing jobs are the least engaged,” echoing a similar sentiment from their earlier 

report on the global workplace which extended this same observation to general 

production as well (Gallup, 2013).  This study interprets these findings as indicative that 

conducting this research constitutes a significant contribution to the literature on 

workforce engagement within the manufacturing industry generally, and especially those 

who practice or are considering implementing Baldrige.  What follows consists of a set of 

best practice recommendations that includes aspects of the Baldrige Criteria Framework 

that could be implemented easily at any organization of similar size and purpose as the 

research organization, and at larger organizations or those in other industries with some 

adjustments that are beyond the scope of this DIP.  The proposed solution is an adaptable 

emulation of the leadership traits of the organizational leader whose manufacturing 

whose firm this study researched, and the recommendations consist of practices that 

emerged in interviews, observations, and document review.   

This study’s proposed solution consists of four purposive approaches to 

workforce engagement on the part of organizational leaders that have the potential to 
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positively impact the workforce, engage them, and promote the image and standing of 

organizational leaders among their workforce.  The approaches mirror the key themes 

that emerged during this study’s research and which were supported by respondent quotes 

as presented in Chapter Four.  Specifically the approaches are hands-on leadership, 

engagement interactions, cross training, and transparency, with practical consideration 

given to the secondary and tertiary themes within each for application within 

organizations.  Each of these is immediately applicable in any organization regardless of 

industry or organizational size, with some adjustments needed for those significantly 

different from the research organization, i.e., those other than a small manufacturing firm.  

Further, while this study observed these working in concert with one another at the 

research organization and frequently overlapping, it stands to reason that one or more of 

these approaches could be introduced independently, as a series of introduced initiatives, 

and/or as modules of onboarding new members of the workforce.   

Hands-on Leadership 

Leadership is the foundation upon which the complementary category items of 

Baldrige (2017) are based, and respondent data indicated that hands-on leadership was 

the single most important aspect of being engaged as a workforce.  Hands-on leaders 

must not only be visible to their workforce but also be willing to work alongside them, 

knowing their workforce professionally if not personally, and appreciate their capability 

and capacity.  To a certain extent, efficacious hands-on leadership requires each of the 

other key theme approaches: engagement interactions with the leader’s workforce, cross-

training in as many of the workforce functions as is practicable, and complete 

transparency in all respects of leadership.  Effective hands-on leaders interact directly 
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with their workforce, engaging them as a primary focus of their leadership, not just to be 

handled only in addition to other work duties.  In order to productively engage the 

workforce, the leader must be familiar with and capable of carrying out a considerable 

range of job functions, so cross-training is essential to the leader being able to safely and 

effectively work alongside their workforce as a means by which to engage them.  The 

feasibility of leaders being competent across several departments will obviously vary by 

organization size and industry type, but leaders should still strive to be knowledgeable 

about every function of their organization.  Finally, leaders able to maintain at least a 

reasonable and ideally a remarkable level of transparency with their workforce may earn 

trust and secure engagement more easily.  Hands-on leaders lead from among their 

workforce, working alongside them when necessary to complete the task at hand and 

move the entire organization forward.  Much of this will be inherently dictated by the size 

of the organization with the analogy of turning a speed boat versus an ocean liner coming 

to this study’s mind as a way to think about this, but in both instances the end result in the 

same, though the nimbleness involved and workable timeline may vary. 

Engagement Interactions 

Approaching engagement interactions, the effective leader should know what is to 

be accomplished at each level, understand how an approach is intended to work, and be 

ready to implement and discontinue programs as needed to serve the best interests of the 

workforce and organization as a whole.  The most common and one of the least-studied 

aspects of the workplace according to Romney, Smith, and Okhuysen (2019) are 

meetings, specifically the need for them to be aligned interdependently and approached 

from the perspective of participants’ view of success (p. 9).  The author observed 
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meetings at the research organization as tiered and interdependent with regard to both 

their participants and their content in which information was openly shared in the manner 

most appropriate to both considerations.  Meetings should be similarly tiered to optimize 

workforce engagement with content and time considerations appropriate to supervisors, 

senior leadership, and the entire organization, spaced at appropriate intervals for each, 

and with a carefully considered agenda.  The research organization had assembled an 

engagement team comprised of members from every department who rotated on and off 

of the committee at a set interval to assure optimal workforce involvement and a diverse 

field of contributors as well as approaches.  This engagement team, together with the 

family-run business approach and production-based incentive programs, was effective in 

driving workforce engagement and  supported by senior leadership conceptually and 

financially.   

Cross Training 

The effective and engaging leader is able and willing to lead their workforce 

followers by working alongside them, which is made somewhat easier in a manufacturing 

or production setting, but possible with modifications in any industry.  Vasanthi and 

Basariya (2019) found that not only is practical knowledge of the sort acquired through 

on the job training and cross training potentially more valuable than theoretical 

knowledge, but it also works to improve the efficiency with which the organization 

operates.  Cross training as it is practiced at the research organization is a practical 

matter, allowing members of the relatively small workforce to help one another when 

needed.  The senior leadership encourages this practice and have engaged in it themselves 

as they are often to be seen working alongside their workforce on the production floor, 
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carrying out engagement interactions as they practice hands-on leadership.  Cross training 

also allows pathways through which latent talents might be discovered for internal 

promotion, and opportunities for continuing education.  Additional training could also be 

carried out along these pathways, all of which increase the potential for engagement of 

the engaged follower and benefit the organization directly.  This study’s interviewees 

included several members of the workforce who had been promoted from within, many 

of whom had sought and received additional training and education, and all of whom 

were qualified to work in every department of the organization – including the senior 

leadership, all of whom worked their way up. 

Transparency 

Transparency, coupled with accountability, has become a prominent focus of 

research and this DIP demonstrates that it is similarly at the center of leadership best 

practices.  The senior leader at the research organization made a point of noting that even 

though few members of his workforce were likely able to read and fully understand a 

balance sheet, they appreciated the fact that he shared it so openly with them.  Unless the 

financial position and business practices of an organization are vulnerable to harmful 

internal influence or might be problematic if “leaked” to other organizations, they ought 

to be shared with the workforce transparently, as supported by the respondents.  The use 

of the “dashboard” monitors throughout the research organization was a practical and 

aesthetically engaging way to share information with the workforce.  Each member of the 

workforce both in the front offices and back on the production floor could look up at any 

time and see the status of any given order, the technical specifications, due date, and 

information regarding the cost quote and revenue generated.  This information was 
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similarly available via company intranet and functioned both to provide complete 

transparency but also as an internal check on order progress, production flow, and fiscal 

goals.  Effective leaders engage their workforce by all means available to them, including 

those passive options such as dashboards, intranets, and productive meetings in which the 

organizational mission, vision, values, and goals are shared, reinforced, and demonstrated 

by the leader to be emulated by the engaged workforce. 

Support for the Solution 
 
 This DIP is centered around the impact of Baldrige-based leadership and its 

impact on workforce engagement; it is important to again highlight that the research 

organization under its current leader won the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award 

in 1998 and 2004, and is applying a third time, already being the only small business to 

have won twice.  It stands to reason then given the centrality of leadership to the Baldrige 

Framework Criteria that the leadership traits of the organizations senior leader have had 

both a significant positive impact on this winning record as well as on the workforce 

engagement that is central to it.  The author interviewed the senior leader as well as 

eighteen members of his workforce; directly observed his leadership approach in 

meetings, one-on-one interactions, and on the production floor; and reviewed the findings 

of experienced Baldrige examiners in their site visit feedback reports.  As this DIP has 

been approached as a phenomenological qualitative study, the proposed solution 

leadership best practices were generated entirely from the author’s own observations and 

respondents’ interview responses centering on their experience of the phenomenon of 

engagement.  The data reflects a dedicated and engaging senior leadership making the 

most of limited human and financial resources to genuinely engage their workforce by 
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taking good care of them, working alongside them, training and promoting them, and 

sharing information transparently with them.  Perhaps more importantly and immediately 

impactful, apart from the possible costs of training and installation of an intranet or 

monitors to serve as dashboards, no part of the proposed solution would have 

organizations incur any cost, nor would any be placed on the leader aside from their time.  

Leaders may have to adapt to being more hands-on in their approach, open to engaging 

their workforce in new and different ways, be willing to cross train themselves and their 

followers, and be more transparent, but adopting these practices would in no way hinder 

an organization, its leaders, or their financial situation.  Furthermore, by adopting these 

practices, the organization and its leaders are essentially taking the first steps in their 

journey toward the Baldrige Framework Criteria.   

 In conducting the research required for this DIP, the author learned about an 

industry with which he previously had neither experience with nor exposure to, primarily 

having heretofore been an ethicist, with Baldrige experience limited to healthcare 

organizations.  Furthermore, in collecting their interview responses, the author met 

interesting people with very new and different experiences, who were clearly passionate 

about their work, felt engaged by their leader, and eager to share their enthusiasm.  

Interview data allowed the participants to richly describe their own engagement 

interactions with the organizational leader, and from these rich descriptions, the proposed 

solution of leadership best practices was developed.  The workforce at the research 

organization made repeated references to the leadership practices that emerged as key 

themes and secondary/ tertiary themes, and this study observed these practices in both 

meetings and floor operations.  All of these are part of the organization’s corporate 
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culture, and, while informed directly by Baldrige, they are as much a part of the senior 

leadership’s everyday practice as anything else carried out at the organization.  That the 

organization is a for-profit manufacturer cannot be overlooked nor overemphasized in 

considering the proposed solution because every minute of production time is valuable 

and represents a cost/benefit consideration of which practices are most likely to engage 

the workforce while maintaining production schedules and standards.  This study learned 

that those times when production is halted, for example during meetings involving some 

or all of the workforce, the meetings are made worthwhile and do not suffer from the 

“meeting that could have been an email” phenomena so frequently experienced in other 

industries, e.g., higher education and healthcare.  The author also learned that relatively 

mundane tasks such as those sometimes performed in manufacturing do not necessarily 

equate to a lack of engagement; engagement can be derived from the organizational 

atmosphere even if the task one performs within it may itself not be thought of as 

particularly engaging.  Further, this study learned to appreciate the value of legitimate 

and complete transparency as a tool for engaging the workforce not all of which may 

fully comprehend the fiscal details of such disclosure, but which nonetheless appreciate 

the fact that the leadership is sharing it with them openly. 

Factors and Stakeholders Related to the Solution 

 The Baldrige Framework is entering its third decade, and can boast hundreds of 

winners at the national and state levels, with thousands of organizational leaders whose 

policies have been directly influenced and improved through their participation in it.  

These leaders, and frequently significant numbers of their followers, form an important 

network and resource not only for those organizations beginning their Baldrige journey, 
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but also within their industries and among their stakeholder partners.  Frequently 

businesses that practice Baldrige and can make such demands require that their partners, 

e.g., suppliers, contractors, etc. also practice Baldrige (Leonard & McGuire, 2007). 

Stakeholders include not only the partners and suppliers of the organization adopting the 

proposed solution, but also focus specifically on their internal stakeholders in the form of 

the workforce – to include senior leaders.  To that end, this situation would serve to 

inform and aid the adoption of the solution in organizations, and would in no way impede 

it, provided organizational leaders are open to adapting their leadership approaches to 

implement some or all of the proposed solution as presented.  Resources are numerous 

within the world of Baldrige with thousands of articles available on NIST.gov, as well as 

the actual Baldrige (2017) criteria for each of the industries, and of course the leaders 

themselves who have already undergone this journey, many of whom remain active 

participants in it.  Additionally, with regard to implementing the proposed solution 

presented above, the organizational leaders and their workforce followers are the 

resources that will inform and aid the solution in terms of determining for their 

organization exactly what hands-on leadership, engagement interactions, cross training 

and transparency will look like at their organization.  The solution is practical across a 

wide range of settings with minor modifications perhaps needed for larger organizations 

in which it is not practical for the senior leader to literally work alongside all members of 

their workforce on a regular basis.  As to the technical requirements of the dashboard 

utilized at the research organization, the senior leader there now regularly welcomes his 

competitors into his production area, giving them insight into what otherwise might be 

considered proprietary processes and technologies.  Rather than being a hindrance, this 
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has become an important tool not only for collegiality within the industry but also for 

sharing best practices to raise the level of performance excellence across the industry and 

extending into others as well.  Little would need to be immediately done in order to 

ensure the solution can take place as there is no practical way to guarantee that leaders 

would fully adopt and then maintain these best practices within their organization, aside 

from pointing out the remarkably successful personal and organizational track record of 

the senior leader of the organization whose experience speaks for itself and as a Baldrige 

ambassador is known worldwide.  Further, there is often little that can be done to force 

change of this particular type; rather it must be allowed to take place gradually or 

organically and most importantly, the leader must be allowed to see it as their conscious 

choice to adopt these leadership best practices to improve their organizational workforce 

engagement.  In other words, leaders must be empowered to introduce these changes to 

their senior leadership team and workforce, and then be prepared to adapt them to fit their 

own needs as they arise and learn from them. 

Policies Influenced/Influencing the Proposed Solution 

 The policies of the research organization as described above aim at near total 

transparency both within and without, that is, they freely share information in a 

transparent fashion with their workforce, and they invite competitors in to witness 

directly how they run the business and what procedures have made them so successful.  

With regard to this latter point, they have actually acquired a number of their closest 

competitors as customers, taking on commission those production projects and jobs that 

they simply do better or more efficiently, in whole or in part.  Certainly policies 

reflecting a similar willingness and/or ability to be this transparent would be helpful in an 
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organization seeking to implement the proposed solution.  Granted, some proprietary 

information may prevent certain types of organization, e.g., technology companies, from 

adopting this practice to the same extent as the research organization, but within their 

own purview they may find it helpful to share as much as possible short of requiring a 

non-disclosure agreement from their workforce or competitors.  Leaders should assess 

themselves and their organizations honestly to determine whether or not they are fully 

prepared to engage their workforce through the proposed solution.  It would also help for 

leaders to give consideration firstly to how much they may be spending to engage their 

workforce now and if these expenditures are sufficient and effective, and secondly, how 

much they may potentially be needlessly spending and possibly losing by not adopting 

the proposed solution.  The author’s take on this latter point is that organizations and their 

leaders do not necessarily have to spend money to get better, but they may need to stop 

wasting money in order to remain the same – the status quo leads to stagnation. 

Potential Barriers and Obstacles to Proposed Solution 

 Any suggestion for change in leadership practice is likely to meet with some 

resistance if only due to a change to a status quo, and perhaps from perceived threats 

either to leaders’ or followers’ position and/or power within the organization.  The 

proposed solution requires leaders to leave their offices and directly and immediately 

engage with their workforce to practice hands-on leadership that not all of them may be 

willing and ready to do.  The proposed solution requires purposive engagement 

interactions to include carefully planned meetings, production-based incentives, and 

knowing when and for how long the workforce ought to stop work to hear about a new 

initiative or proposed process improvement; meeting for the sake of the meeting would 
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not work under this model and yet many organizational leaders function this way.  In 

organizations such as higher education or volunteer-led groups, production incentives 

would likely need to be replaced or reshaped to something intrinsically desirable to the 

workforce.  In other words, if there is not product to measure in terms of quality and 

potential cost savings, another approach will have to be attempted and this may take the 

form of something unique to the organization, ideally developed in concert by the senior 

leadership and organizational followers.  The proposed solution requires cross-training 

that ideally the entire workforce will participate in to include the senior leadership, the 

latter of whom must at least encourage their followers to do so if for some reason it is 

impractical for them to personally follow suit, e.g., due to organizational size.  Finally the 

proposed solution will require that the leader let go of control over some information and 

share it with the workforce, approaching transparency not as a potential weakness to be 

exploited but rather as an opportunity to demonstrate trust of the leader’s followership.  

The research organization stands as a model within both the larger Baldrige community 

and the manufacturing industry, demonstrating that the practices that comprise the 

proposed solution can be put in place with few obstacles provided the senior leadership is 

willing and able to fully support them.  In larger companies and/or those in other 

industries such as healthcare or higher education, reasonable modifications may have to 

be made, e.g., as to what constitutes hands-on leadership, but should present no other 

barriers to successful implementation of processes and noticeably improved results. 

 It cannot be overlooked that the research organization as studied and described by 

this study appears to have the “perfect ingredients” in place for their leadership to be 

shaped by Baldrige and have a significant positive impact on their relative workforce 
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engagement.  That noted, the organization is also unique in that it is a multi-generational 

family-owned business that is small enough for the senior leadership to engage in the sort 

of hands-on approach described, know and engage their workforce, etc.  That they are 

veterans of Baldrige several times over and have a strongly faith-based lifestyle and 

corporate culture are also important to note, and for this study to remain objective in his 

analysis these aspects of their success must be considered.  The company is unique for 

these reasons, but its success is not unreachable by organizations of significantly larger 

size, culture, or industry, provided leaders are willing to adopt the key theme level 

aspects of the proposed solution.  In some instances the secondary and tertiary aspects of 

the proposed solution may have to be implemented at a later date, scaled up or down as 

justified by the organizational needs, leaders’ ability, or workforce reception to them.  In 

this way this study reflects that the research organization has not produced the “perfect 

ingredients” in a vacuum, but rather has taken the ingredients provided to them and 

prepared a successful dish and one that can be replicated with the recipe provided in the 

proposed solution and given time to prepare and perfect as a means of continuous process 

improvement.  Ultimately and as noted above, engagement is an agent-relative concept 

and each organization must be willing and able to supply some idea of what this looks 

like for them, how leadership impacts and directs it, and what is sustainable over time. 

Financial/ Budget Issues Related to Proposed Solution 

 As mentioned above, aside from the possible cost associated with programming, 

updating, training on, and displaying the dashboard for purposes of transparency, and 

possible outside expertise requirements for cross training, the proposed solution carries 

with it no financial or budget related issues.  Beyond these potential tangible costs of 
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physical resources that may have to be purchased by the organization, senior leaders will 

have to consider the worth of their own time and that of their workforce required to 

practice hands-on leadership and cross training respectively.  Leaders can demonstrate 

support and ownership in implementing the proposed solution by considering these 

financial factors and weighing the costs relative to the benefits of workforce engagement 

they expect to gain based on the extent to which they are willing to adopt the solution.  

Leaders might further address these considerations and demonstrate a dedication to 

engaging their workforce by allocating time, release time, and/or funding for cross 

training in areas within their organization, continuing education without it, and by 

engaging in it themselves to the extent that their duties allow for it.  As with any other 

business venture or new initiative under consideration, the costs and benefits must be 

carefully analyzed by organizational leaders before implementation, but very few 

business costs could possibly outweigh the value of a legitimately engaged workforce.  

Additionally disengaged or burned out workforce would be likely to not make a sound 

return on investment for the leader willing to participate fully in the proposed solution, 

but the proposed solution could be a solid way in which to begin to turn around and 

engage a burned out workforce. 

Other Issues of Stakeholders Related to Proposed Solution 

 Beyond this DIP, the implementation of the proposed solution carries with it the 

potential for organizations seeking performance improvements specifically in the area of 

workforce engagement to take purposive steps towards excellence without having to 

implement all of the Baldrige Framework Criteria.  While the senior leader of the 

research organization makes clear that his approaches are grounded not only in his faith 
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and personal experience but also in Baldrige, aspects of them and by extension the 

proposed solution can be found throughout Baldrige, and practiced to a lesser or greater 

extent in organizations that “do” Baldrige.  This study has found that a leader cannot 

practice Baldrige on his own nor have his workforce do the same, nor is it possible to 

practice Baldrige as an organization in isolation; the former is the case because it requires 

the efforts of the entire organization, and the latter is true because of the family 

atmosphere that both pervades and supports the entire Baldrige community.  From a 

leadership perspective, introducing Baldrige or even these best practices derived there 

from to a workforce unfamiliar with either or both would need to be done carefully and 

with ample thought given to the likely reactions and reception of the workforce.  One of 

the benefits of the proposed solution is that it can be implemented in stages or with 

varying levels of intensity, e.g., test group cross training, hands-on leadership practiced 

with targeted segments of the workforce to begin with.  Transparency as it has been 

described in the proposed solution implies the use of technology, but transparency could 

be introduced in meetings and other engagement interactions in a small way and then 

build to sharing more information with larger groups as needed and deemed prudent by 

senior leaders.  Above all, the proposed solution calls for leaders to extend their focus to 

their internal stakeholders in the form of their workforce as crucial targets of engagement 

to improve performance excellence and reflect this engagement to external stakeholders. 

Implementation of the Proposed Solution 

 In a way, implementation of the proposed solution began at the research 

organization long ago but wasn’t properly codified prior to this study, being simply a part 

of their learned leadership behavior and corporate culture.  To implement the proposed 
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solution at an organization unaccustomed to operating this way or whose leadership did 

not share some basic attributes with the senior leader of the research organization would 

require taking certainly steps in order to assure success.  Certainly the best practical test 

of the proposed solution would be to implement it at a small, for-profit manufacturer 

similar in size though not necessarily in product focus as the research organization and 

then observe the resultant impact on workforce engagement.  As each aspect of the 

proposed solution is to a certain extent interconnected with the others it would be difficult 

to attempt any one of them entirely in isolation, but certainly each could be implemented 

gradually in concert, one department of the organization at a time, or in phases to prevent 

initiative fatigue of the workforce.  With either approach, gradual or full implementation, 

the proposed solution is such that each organization and leader can determine what each 

of the four components looks like within their personal leadership model and with their 

workforce followers.  That is to say that the proposed solution is not intended to be a 

“one size fits all” approach, but rather to provide four complementary approaches 

through which leaders can improve workforce engagement at their organization and 

experiment with aspects of the Baldrige Framework Criteria.  What follows is the applied 

research planning path for the proposed solution. 

Factors and Stakeholders Related to the Implementation of the Solution 

 This DIP focused on the impact of Baldrige-based leadership on workforce 

engagement, so the two most crucial groups of stakeholders to consider are the senior 

leadership and workforce/ followership of the organization planning to implement the 

proposed solution.  For both sets of stakeholders, buy-in and a sense ownership will be 

essential to a successful implementation as well as understanding their respective roles 
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and responsibilities during implementation and continuing thereafter.  Prior to 

implementation the leader must consider  personal capability and capacity to adequately 

orchestrate the adoption of the proposed solution as well as that of the workforce.  This 

step may include informal polling of internal stakeholders, a review and effectiveness 

analysis of past workforce engagement initiatives, and/or structured focus groups to 

gauge interest and willingness to adapt extant strategies.  The leader must also consider 

how adopting the proposed solution will change their role within the organization with 

regard to the current leadership approach.  This may impact their day-to-day job 

responsibilities and whether or not this will add to or substantively alter them, as well as 

what internal and external resources they have at their disposal to aid implementation.  

Finally and independently of the past initiatives review suggested above from a focus 

group perspective, the leader must consider what attempts have been made in the past to 

improve workforce engagement both by the leader personally and at the organization.  

This will require the leader to consider both where and why past approaches may have 

fallen short and how the proposed solution might better address or avoid the same 

pitfalls.  From a negative perspective the leader may find through careful consideration 

that either he/she or the workforce are either unwilling or unable to fully embrace the 

proposed solution at present, and may find that  instead the situation requires a number of 

intermediary steps to work toward implementation.  The idea behind this approach is to 

work with the workforce already in place and apply the proposed solution as an aspect of 

onboarding for new hires; if the leader feels that the entire workforce would need to 

change before implementation could be successful, this may point to human resource or 
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leadership problems more endemic that need to be addressed before workforce 

engagement can be considered and focused on profitably. 

 In a similar though entirely separate fashion, the workforce itself must be allowed 

and encouraged to pursue similar processes and investigations as the leadership, perhaps 

guided by the leadership or an objective third party facilitator.  The successful 

implementation will also require a workforce willing to be engaged by their leadership 

and ideally ought to include a diversely tenured group of followers, from those recently 

hired to those several years or decades into their tenure thus providing a variety of 

perspectives and insight into previous initiatives.  The workforce includes the leaders of 

the organization and must be consulted and considered as the drivers and objects of 

engagement, not as passive recipients but active participants in the proposed solution.  It 

must be remembered also that no aspect of the proposed solution is one-sided; rather all 

require not only the leader but also the workforce with whom the leader will be hands-on, 

having engagement interactions, cross training alongside, and with which they will 

communicate transparently.  Ultimately it will be the workforce rather than the leader that 

will indicate whether or not the proposed solution has been implemented at the 

organization successfully, and this will be an ongoing indicator rather than a single 

milestone.  Engagement of this sort is not limited to a single solution or initiative but 

becomes the lived corporate culture of the organization, implemented as part of 

onboarding, reinforced by the actions and attitudes of organizational leaders, and carried 

through by an engaged workforce passionate about their job and proud of their product. 
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Building Support for the Proposed Solution 

 Implementing the evidence-based proposed solution will require cooperation 

between the leader and their workforce, as well as inviting input and contributions from 

interested external stakeholder groups such as Baldrige.  The proposed solution is leader-

driven and as such the implementation must start with leadership or initiated by them if 

presented by members of the workforce.  Garnering initial leader buy-in and building and 

then maintaining momentum within the proposed solution will be the greatest challenge, 

but one that can be overcome through the shining example of the research organization.  

The Baldrige Framework Criteria has adapted and somewhat reinvented itself over the 

years especially as it has been introduced into new industries, e.g., higher education and 

non-profit organizations, and Peng and Prybutok (2015) found that the category items are 

effective and its theoretical foundations are sound.  Building on this, Schaefer (2017b) 

noted that an organization can start small without the Award in mind, focusing instead on 

organizational growth and learning.  Beginning with the five page organizational profile 

allows organizational leaders to test the waters of Baldrige by beginning to ask 

themselves questions about their organization from the viewpoint of a performance 

excellence examiner, and the results of this introspection would provide a good starting 

point for introducing the proposed solution especially if workforce engagement is 

considered and found wanting.  As discussed earlier, Baldrige is a network and a 

community and organizational leaders will find they have tremendous support and 

resources available to them for implementation at whatever level they choose, leaving the 

only potential obstacle the leaders own possible reticence to begin.  Because the proposed 

solution consists largely in changing mindset rather than a technical or resource-based 
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investment, the leader can create momentum to drive support simply by beginning with 

the hands-on approach and building from there to a culture of cross training and 

transparency, which in turn will increase the opportunity for engagement interactions. 

Evaluation and Timeline for Implementation and Assessment 

 The primary consideration the implementing leader will have to consider is their 

current versus their possible future use of their time, i.e., how much of it is currently 

spent working on engaging their workforce as compared to the amount of time they are 

willing to dedicate to workforce engagement and the priority with which they treat it as 

compared to their other leadership duties.  For example the leader will need to earnestly 

assess their willingness to work alongside their followers, spend time completing duties 

that may not have been previously part of their job responsibilities, and become 

comfortable sharing what may have been heretofore privileged information as openly as 

possible.  These are not overnight changes but rather a shift in attitude and adjusting 

one’s leadership orientation toward a perspective that may not come naturally to the 

leader, fit their personal leadership model/ inclinations, or ascribe to what they presume 

their workforce needs or wants.  Assessing the proposed solution will largely depend on 

the expectations of the leadership and workforce, and may be uneven in this regard, each 

demographic assessing the efforts and outcome based on their past experiences, 

expectations, and level of preparation and confidence in the other.  The implementing 

leader will also need to assess their own comfort with the recommended transparency 

technology as well as that of their workforce, perhaps attending or facilitating training as 

needed to bring themselves and their workforce up to a level at which they are able to 

appreciate it.  Ultimately engagement is going to look somewhat differently to each 
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person involved, both on the senior leadership team and amongst the remainder of the 

workforce; assessment then becomes less about reaching a specific measurable milestone 

and much more about the attitude that pervades the corporate culture during and 

following the implementation of the workforce engagement initiative.  From a personnel 

perspective the proposed solution could also be a means through which to assess the 

human resources of an organization, either for the purposes of workforce development or 

as part of an ongoing process improvement plan.  An ideal though perhaps indirect result 

or implementation and resultant improved workforce production would almost invariably 

result in increased or more efficient production; this was certainly the case in the research 

organization which as a for-profit manufacturer translates directly to increased revenue 

and workforce pride of ownership.  Due to the external transparency practiced by the 

research organization competitors have begun to practice policies similar to the proposed 

solution so an additional implication of implementation for the adopting organization 

might be serving as an exemplar of both performance excellence and a proactive 

approach to workforce engagement in action. 

 Fully implementing the Baldrige Framework Criteria is an iterative process that 

can take several years to fully incorporate, a few more years to understand, and a decade 

or longer to have fully ingrained as part of a cycle of continuous improvement.  While the 

proposed solution has aspects of Baldrige, the four primary components stand alone as 

leadership best practices that can be implemented gradually and with scalability to fit the 

needs of the organization as well as its leadership model and philosophy.  Each of the 

four components is to some extent interconnected with the others, and a successful full 

implementation requires all four to be practiced concurrently for maximized efficacy.  
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That said, each component could be introduced gradually in any order, though the order 

in which they are presented above aligned according to the frequency with which they 

appeared in interview responses would indicate that introducing them in this order might 

have maximal impact on workforce engagement.  A feasible timeline to implement the 

proposed solution could vary from a few weeks to a few years depending on the 

relationship between organizational leaders and their workforce followers, time and 

financial constraints of the organization, and its human resource management.  The real 

question for leaders considering implementation to ask themselves is how drastic are the 

changes mandated by the proposed solution as compared to their customary approach to 

leadership and workforce engagement.  If the leader has a mindset already geared toward 

a followership approach, then implementation could be very rapid; if the leader is already 

visible to the workforce and practices transparency of any sort with them, this will 

certainly aid in the speed with which the proposed solution could be effectively and 

sustainably implemented.   

 Should the leader decide to implement the proposed solution in phases or stages, 

the process ought to proceed in the order in which the four components are presented, 

i.e., by beginning with hands-on leadership, building to engagement interactions, then to 

cross training – ideally modeling the practice and then finally introducing transparency, 

perhaps in a few targeted area before expanding it to others.  By targeting and monitoring 

the implementation process the organization leader would have a ready tool for 

comparative assessment and be better prepared to segment the resulting data for 

continuous improvement and future initiatives.  A pre-assessment survey could be 

administered to determine relative levels of workforce engagement before, during, and 
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following implementation of the proposed solution.  Schneider, et al. (2018) found that 

workforce engagement mediates the relationship between leaders’ organizational 

practices and organizational performance metrics, so assessing production and 

performance standards alongside workforce engagement at the same intervals would also 

be likely to indicate successful implementation of the proposed solution.  Several aspects 

of workforce engagement will be intuitively assessed by the implementing leader, with 

remarks similar to those presented by respondents and sampled in the previous chapter as 

a good indication that the workforce is engaged by the proposed solution.  To that end it 

will ultimately be the leader and their workforce who successfully assess whether the 

proposed solution solved the identified problem of workforce engagement, and determine 

if the four components fit their organizational needs as they have been presented or if 

they need to be more specifically tailored to be fully effective.  By no means should this 

be a one-time occurrence or even something that is revisited at set intervals like 

budgeting or strategic planning; rather there should be an ongoing level of assessment to 

include a SWOT analysis of the workforce engagement at the organization. 

Implications 

Practical Implications 

 This study initially presumed that the most likely and direct beneficiaries of his 

study would most immediately be the workforce themselves exclusive of leadership in 

that their engagement by their organizational leaders was the key focus of this DIP.  In 

truth it is the workforce that benefits, but the workforce includes the organizational 

leaders themselves as well in that by engaging their workforce they make their own 

experience more engaging also, and will likely find value in connecting better with their 
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followers through the process.  In the course of conducting interviews and observations at 

the research organization the author had the opportunity to interact with a remarkably 

engaged workforce at all levels which was especially impressive given the rather 

mundane nature of some of the production jobs.  It is worth considering and definitely 

worth organizational leaders asking themselves and their workforce how one might take a 

relatively disengaging task and still manage to engage the worker performing it.  

Assembly line work is inherently repetitious and uninteresting, and yet the author spoke 

with a number of individuals whose engagement centered not on their work but rather on 

the atmosphere in which their work was conducted and as it was driven by their leaders.  

The proposed solution would be beneficial in any industry in which some or all aspects of 

it are practicable, but especially in the manufacturing production industry in which jobs 

may not be typified by their excitement and diversity and within which an engaging and 

dynamic leader has perhaps the most potential for engaging their workforce through the 

demonstration of passion not only for the product but for the producers thereof.  

Organizational leaders can learn the best practices contained within the proposed solution 

and bring a reliable initiative to their workforce that may otherwise be fatigued by them, 

and with which they can implement and assess legitimate and measurable engagement for 

themselves and their followers.  Similarly, outgoing members of the workforce can take 

the proposed solution to their organizations as an option with which to improve, promote, 

and assess workforce engagement and present it to their organizational leaders as a 

follower-driven initiative for performance excellence and/or as a springboard to 

undertaking a corporate Baldrige journey.   
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 The author was introduced to the for-profit manufacturing industry by one of his 

Baldrige mentors for the purposes of this DIP, having been previously only familiar with 

higher education from a professional standpoint, and with healthcare as a Baldrige 

examiner.  It stands to reason then that the professional practice setting most likely to 

benefit similarly from the proposed solution is one in which the organization considering 

implementation is similar to the research organization – a small for-profit manufacturing 

firm.  That said, it would also seem likely that organizations in higher education or 

healthcare for example could very easily and profitably adapt the proposed solution for 

use in their industries with perhaps the component of cross-training requiring some 

creative adaptation for the purposes of accreditation, required training, and other key 

practices.  Given the applicable scope of the proposed solution, the professional practice 

setting ought to be extended beyond a small for-profit manufacturer and thought of as 

fitting all those settings in which leadership and workforce engagement are 

considerations of importance.  Again it ought to be understood that Baldrige writ large is 

much less about the Award itself and more about adopting a systems approach to thinking 

about the organization and a leader-driven mindset in which the best practices move the 

organization together as a whole.  That is to say that an organization in this instance is not 

merely the sum of its parts but that each of those parts, i.e., members of the workforce, 

contributes to both engagement efforts and continuous process improvement.  An 

organization without an engaged workforce, or one in which the workforce is considered 

to be expendable, in not only very unlikely to ever win Baldrige but is more directly 

unlikely to succeed in retaining a talented group of professionals brought together for a 

common purpose and dedicated to excellence. 
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Implications for Future Research 

 The most immediate implication for future research would be to conduct a similar 

study, again from a phenomenological qualitative perspective with similar questions 

asked of interview respondents at organizations from other industries and/or at for-profit 

manufacturing firms with different workforce scales, i.e., from comparable to vastly 

larger.  Another possibility would be to select other qualitative approaches at the research 

organization, e.g., case study or grounded theory, to determine whether findings would 

differ.  A researcher might also look at each of the four components of the proposed 

solution to determine to what extent they are able to identified independent of one 

another or what potential they have to be implemented independently.  It would certainly 

have to be conducted on a meta level and/or much longer timeline, but the same study 

could be conducted at the research organization at intervals years apart to see how these 

approaches continue to be applied and gauge their efficacy in an ongoing capacity.  

Future research might also examine the Baldrige Framework Criteria itself as an iterative 

process and or construct a natural history of the Award through its maturation process; 

because the research organization has won at intervals over a few decades a study could 

be conducted comparing the maturation of the organization alongside the Criteria against 

which it has been judged.   A case study could be also conducted in which the proposed 

solution was implemented anew at an extant organization either experiencing difficulties 

with workforce engagement in whole or in part, using a single department or division as a 

controlled variable.  If the timing could be managed appropriately as part of the 

structuring process for the corporate policy of a brand new organization, approaching and 
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embracing the proposed solution as a part of their corporate culture from day one and 

tracking their progress from a fixed period of time thereafter or indefinitely.   

 Any or all of these implications for further research would make for interesting 

contributions to the professional literature and may prove valuable in introducing the 

proposed solution to other industries as well as finding additional strategies for workforce 

engagement that may benefit the research organization and others.  Because this DIP was 

approached as a phenomenological study the proposed solution was generated entirely 

from the responses of interview respondents experiencing the phenomena of engagement 

and this study’s observations of the research organization as it operates daily.  Due to 

having taken this approach this study could potentially repeat the process ad infinitum at 

a variety of organizations and continue to collect leadership approaches to workforce 

engagement from various perspectives, leadership philosophies and performance 

excellence outlooks.  At this point, this study would like to complete this DIP and then 

repeat the process at a healthcare organization, a higher education institution, and a non-

profit or a volunteer-based venture.  The last of these holds the most interest as the 

workforce comprised entirely of volunteers does not have to be there, and may have very 

different engagement drivers than those encountered by this study at the research 

organization.  This diversity of approaches to conducting similar research mirrors that of 

Baldrige as it has expanded its scope to include a wider variety of industries in which the 

same principles are applied with specified focus in order to maximize organizational 

impact and return on investment.  The future researcher might want to look at similar 

organizations in other countries as well to examine to what extent the uniquely American 

or Texan culture of the research organization may have impacted the findings from a 
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comparative perspective.  Within the context of a globalized worldview the prospects for 

workforce engagement reaching across borders has been expanded and the potential for 

importing new ideas is incredible; leadership remains key to workforce engagement, but 

the possibilities are endless with regard to potential strategies and benefits of the solution.  

What remains to be seen and researched is the extent to which the proposed solution, 

comprised as it is from the leadership best practices of a living legend of Baldrige, can be 

applied outside the application of the Framework Criteria, by a younger leader or 

organization, or with a different leadership approach.  In any case it is clear from the 

interviews and observations that the research organization and its leader are an engaging 

and dynamic group with innovative ideas about workforce engagement and the 

confidence not only to pursue them as a best practice but also to invite others to try the 

same and adapt the approach for excellence. 

Implications for Leadership Theory and Practice 

 The review of leadership literature for this DIP began with a quotation from 

Northouse (2018) in which leadership was described as a matter of goal-oriented 

influence, and this study’s interviews and observations found this to be the case in the 

research organization.  Similarly, the identification of goals and the successful 

influencing of one’s workforce to achieve them are central to the successful 

implementation of the proposed solution and ought to be among the first considerations 

of organizational leaders considering adopting Baldrige.  The structure of the Baldrige 

Framework Criteria lends itself to this by listing and offering considerations for each of 

the basic, overall, and multiple requirements, guiding organizations and their leaders in 

assessing their strengths and opportunities for improvement within each.  The basic 
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requirements are expressed in the primary question for each category item and might 

serve as starting points for leaders conducting a self-assessment of their organization 

either by themselves or with a group of internal stakeholders prepared to honestly address 

topics such as their senior leadership and level of workforce engagement.  The overall 

requirements provide leaders with direct questions that will help them accurately assess 

how they respond to the requirements as well as indicate initial areas where there may be 

opportunities for immediate or ongoing improvement.  The overall requirements are 

purposefully phrased in such a way as to provide language through which common goals 

of leadership might be phrased and toward which followers can be influenced to 

maximize the task at hand.  The multiple requirements as the name implies provide 

several aspects of each basic and overall requirement within the category items and are 

structured so as to facilitate conversations between organizational leaders and followers 

and to then allocate the appropriate resources for goal achievement.  Together these 

requirements provide structure to the Baldrige Criteria but could also be used to provide 

structure to the planned or staged implementation of the proposed solution, focusing in 

sequence on adopting the best practices at an organization or within its departments at the 

basic, then overall, and finally multiple levels for gradual integration of leadership 

practices and workforce engagement.  The challenge is not one of adaptation, i.e., having 

to radically alter one’s leadership approach or philosophy, so much as it requires an 

earnest examination of one’s trust in the workforce and a willingness to lead them toward 

engagement rather than in spite of a lack thereof.  In the end it is not the job that is 

engaging so much as the environment within which the job is done.  Ultimately this will 

have less to do with corporate pride than to personal dedication to and respect for a leader 
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who demonstrably cares for and respects their workforce.  Leadership of this sort cannot 

be taught but must be carefully developed and practiced on an ongoing basis to engage 

followers who may have been waiting a long time to be engaged in their job duties and 

whose dedication and engagement may prove to benefit not only the working atmosphere 

of an organization but also its bottom line. 

 In that leaders lead and followers follow, the former not being a matter of 

superiority any more than the latter suggests inferiority, a complementary perspective of 

leadership is suggested by the proposed solution in which each group gives the other 

what is most fitting for their role and in the best interests of one another and the 

organization.  Baldrige (2017) focuses on organizational mission, vision, values, and 

goals in much the same way as the dyadic and dialogical approach presented by Koonce 

et al. (2016) in which these elements provide the framework within which performance 

excellence is ultimately pursued.  The relationship between the senior-most leader, his 

leadership team, and the follower workforce of the research organization is exemplary in 

that their dialogues are purposive and meaningful, are supported by this framework, and 

take place within an atmosphere that is carefully structured but appears effortless in its 

engagement interactions and initiatives.  Followership of this sort cannot be brought 

about by fiat and must be allowed to develop organically perhaps over a protracted period 

of time but this is not to say that it is out of reach of any organization or leader.  Rather 

by putting the proposed solution into practice at whatever speed the leader is capable of 

sustaining and the workforce has the capacity to endure and embrace, meaningful 

engagement can be developed and built upon to reinforce values and demonstrate 

commitment between both parties as well as to the organization itself.  To that end the 
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proposed solution is neither dependent upon nor situated within any one specific 

leadership style, nor is it constrained by a leader-follower philosophy that might limit the 

manner in which one or the other could interact within the organization.  A leader 

planning on implementing the proposed solution could approach it as transformative with 

the same goals in mind as the leader taking on the role of a servant to their organization 

and workforce.  Transactional leaders may encounter some difficulty with the proposed 

solution if they expect something tangible in return for aspects such as the transparency 

and/or may be reticent to trust their followers with such open information, but it is also 

possible that in implementing the solution a leader may find their approach adapting and 

changing as well.  The leader in a Baldrige organization must be willing to be closely 

involved with the work processes of the organization, and a working knowledge will 

facilitate this, as well as a comfortable working relationship with those performing key 

functions and a willingness to be open with them.  The proposed solution takes each of 

these aspects and heightens it, asking the leader to embrace a hands-on approach; engage 

in and engender cross-training practices; seek and create meaningful engagement 

interactions; and practice active transparency with the workforce.  The expected return is 

improved workforce engagement that in turn is likely to improve workforce performance, 

retention, and dedication to the organization and its leadership. 

Summary of the Study 

 This DIP has examined the impact of Baldrige-based leadership on workforce 

engagement, exploring the specific experience of a small for-profit manufacturing firm in 

Texas.  That the research organization is the only small business in the history of the 

Malcolm Baldrige Award to have won it twice and is applying for a third time is 
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noteworthy and supports this study’s selection as one indicative of how Baldrige can and 

does operate within organizations at the highest levels of performance excellence.  The 

author was given unprecedented access to the research organization, its leaders, 

workforce, and documents, as well as permission to go anywhere in the offices, 

production floor, and grounds.  Over a two-month period, the author interviewed nineteen 

of the thirty-seven employees, observed four meetings at various levels including one 

with the entire workforce in attendance, and spoke with every member of the workforce, 

observing numerous engagement interactions.  From these interviews and observations, 

four primary themes emerged that through the open, axial, and tertiary coding process 

became the four components of the proposed solution.  The four components were hands-

on leadership, cross training, engagement interactions, and transparency, each of which 

works in tandem with the others to maximize the impact of Baldrige-based leadership on 

workforce engagement.  Each of these components featured secondary and in a few cases 

tertiary themes, each illustrated with quotes from respondents and this study’s comments 

based on his first-hand observations, reflection, and consideration of the extant literature.   

 The proposed solution is a set of leadership best practices intended to promote 

workforce engagement and serve as an introduction to the Baldrige Framework Criteria 

but implementing aspects of the latter in a format that will allow organizational leaders to 

see results before completing the organizational profile or Award application.  While the 

author recommends that organizational leaders implement the four components of the 

proposed solution concurrently, particularly because they are interconnected, each of the 

four components may be implemented individually as well, though perhaps with less 

resultant engagement.  Because each of the four components to some extent requires the 
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intentional practice of the others they work best in tandem, but this DIP did not involve 

studying them in isolation as this is not how they are actually practiced at the research 

organization.  The proposed solution could also be scaled up or down to fit the needs of 

the organization as determined by their leader or be implemented in phases or across 

selected departments before full organizational implementation.  While the research 

organization leadership developed this model based on guidance from the Baldrige 

Framework Criteria and listening to the voice of their workforce in terms of what have 

been successful engagement initiatives, the implementing leader can to some extent skip 

the learning curve by applying these methods right away.  In this way the organization’s 

introduction to Baldrige is by way of promulgating practices within, observing first-hand 

whether or not they are effective for them, and then moving forward from there, perhaps 

though not necessarily through an Award application.   

 The potential for application within the author’s professional practice field of 

leadership and workforce engagement is significant because every organization requires 

both to function, and in every industry both must be competent and engaged in order to 

perform optimally.  From a performance excellence standpoint there are several 

approaches, of which Baldrige is just one albeit this study’s preferred one; other options 

are available, but none approach organizations from the systems perspective with a focus 

on leadership in quite the same way.  That said, the fifty-eight page Baldrige (2017) 

guidelines can be intimidating even to those who have undergone a year or two of 

examiner training, and some organizations find that even writing their five page 

organizational profile can be a daunting task.  The proposed solution presented in this 

DIP is intended first and foremost to describe leadership best practices informed by the 
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Baldrige Framework Criteria that may aid new leaders, leaders in transition, or leaders 

considering or struggling with workforce engagement to alter their approach.  A 

secondary benefit of adopting the proposed solution is what this study hopes will be an 

unintimidating or less intimidating introduction to Baldrige through which leaders can 

experience some of the benefits and decide from there whether to begin their Baldrige 

journey in a more official capacity, completing the organizational profile, and so forth.  

The proposed solution contributes to the greater good of this study’s professional practice 

field by making aspects of the Baldrige Criteria approachable, increasing the 

opportunities for organizational leaders to directly and positively impact workforce 

engagement, and centrally for the workforce to challenge their leaders to lead in the best 

way they are able to with best practices informed by an evidence-based study of a 

winning model at an exemplary company. 
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Appendix A 

Bill of Rights for Research Participants 
	
As a participant in a research study, you have the right: 
 

1. To have enough time to decide whether or not to be in the research 
study, and to make that decision without any pressure from the people 
who are conducting the research.  

2. To refuse to be in the study at all, or to stop participating at any time 
after you begin the study. 

3. To be told what the study is trying to find out, what will happen to 
you, and what you will be asked to do if you are in the study. 

4. To be told about the reasonably foreseeable risks of being in the 
study. 

5. To be told about the possible benefits of being in the study. 

6. To be told whether there are any costs associated with being in the 
study and whether you will be compensated for participating in the 
study. 

7. To be told who will have access to information collected about you 
and how your confidentiality will be protected. 

8. To be told whom to contact with questions about the research, about 
research-related injury, and about your rights as a research subject. 

9. If the study involves treatment or therapy: 

a. To be told about the other non-research treatment choices you 
have. 

b. To be told where treatment is available should you have a 
research-related injury, and who will pay for research-related 
treatment.  
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Appendix B 

Interview Protocol Questions 
	
The following questions were adapted from the Baldrige (2017) criteria framework 

questions in sections 1.1 Senior Leadership and 5.2 Workforce Engagement. 

Leadership 

1. How do leaders set your organization’s vision and values and communicate them 

to the workforce? 

a. How do senior leaders’ statements and actions demonstrate a commitment 

to the organizational values? 

2. How do leaders communicate with and engage the workforce? 

a. How do they encourage 2-way communication between the leadership and 

the workforce? 

b. How do they communicate key decisions and needs for organizational 

change? 

c. How do they motivate the workforce toward high performance? 

3. How do leaders create an environment for success and engagement at your 

organization? 

a. How do they encourage organizational learning within the workforce and 

help develop future leaders? 

4. How do leaders at your organization focus actions to improve performance? 

a. How do they set expectations and demonstrate personal accountability? 
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Workforce Engagement 

1. How does your organization maintain open communication, high performance, 

and workforce engagement? 

2. How is the workforce’s engagement and commitment to the organization 

measured? 

a. How is this information used to improve organizational change and 

learning? 

3. How does this organization assess workforce engagement, formally and 

informally? 

a. Does the approach to workforce engagement differ across different groups 

or segments of the workforce? 

4. How does this organization support the personal development of its workforce, to 

include current and future leaders? 

5. Describe a time when you felt genuinely engaged in your work here. 

 

Baldrige Performance Excellence Program. (2017). 2017-2018 Baldrige excellence 

framework (education): A systems approach to improving your organization’s 

performance. Gaithersburg, MD: U.S. Department of Commerce, National 

Institute of Standards and Technology. 
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Appendix C 

Comparative Ethic Representation: Research 
Organization & Lancaster, TX 

	
	

 
 

 

Lancaster, Texas City Data. (15 January 2019). Retrieved from http://www.city-

data.com/city/Lancaster-Texas.html 
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Appendix D 

Map of Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex Including 
Lancaster, TX 
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Appendix E 

Respondent Categorization by Role within 
Research Organization 
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Appendix F 

Figures 1-4: Open, Axial, and Tertiary Coding Matrices 
	
Please	see	the	following	four	pages	for	the	figures	mentioned	in	the	text	and	which	
appear	on	their	own	pages	here	for	ease	of	readability.	
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Appendix G 

Baldrige Framework Criteria Guidelines 
	
Due	to	copyright	guidelines	that	changed	during	the	research	and	writing	of	this	
dissertation,	it	is	no	longer	allowed	to	reproduce	the	Baldrige	Framework	Criteria	
guidelines	here.		To	purchase	a	copy	of	the	most	current	manual,	please	visit	this	
website:		
	
https://www.nist.gov/baldrige/products‐services/baldrige‐excellence‐framework	
	
At	the	time	of	writing,	PDFs	are	available	for	$12,	and	printed	booklets	are	available	
for	$30	plus	shipping.		Please	keep	in	mind	that	some	items	may	have	changed,	as	
these	are	updated	on	a	yearly	basis.		Please	note	also	that	there	will	be	slight	
differences	between	the	Frameworks	available	for	manufacturing	as	compared	to	
healthcare,	higher	education,	etc.	
	

 

 

 

 

 

 


